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 1. Introduction 
This MA thesis will focus on legal Latin, or more specifically, on Latin words and phrases used in the 
English translations of Finnish acts. In order to study this, sixteen acts in the field of private law will be 
examined to see if they contain any Latin words. The theoretical framework of the thesis consists of 
such topics as comparative legal linguistics, the plain language movement, legal translation and lexical 
borrowing.  
When thinking about the nature of legislative texts, people tend to perceive them as being rather 
complex and unintelligible, partly due to legal jargon, of which legal Latin forms a part. In reality, Latin 
is rarely used in legislation today. In contrast, Latin played an important role in the legal field in civil-
law countries in medieval times (Tiersma 2012: 15). As Latin was the language of science and 
education, the civil law was taught in Latin at universities for many centuries during the Middle Ages. 
Latin was also for a long time the predominant language of statutes and treaties in most countries. In 
Finland in the 17th century, the language of statutes was Swedish, but Latin was widely used in other 
legal situations (Mattila 2002d: 219). 
The use of Latin words and phrases has declined greatly over the past centuries (Mattila 2002c: 181). 
Latin is now mainly used as single words or phrases to describe legal terms or certain key concepts 
(Mattila 2002d: 220; Tiersma 2012: 16), or as part of elegantia juris to attain linguistic or legal elegance 
(Mattila 2012: 190). Examples include causa and culpa in contrahendo in contract law and jus soli and 
jus sanguinis with respect to citizenship (Tiersma 2012: 16). In most languages, particularly in 
Scandinavia, Latin is primarily used in legal science, as opposed to practical legal affairs (e.g. statutes, 
court orders, legal documents) (Mattila 2002d: 225). Some countries (e.g. United States) use Latin 
more, even in statutes. This is especially true of common-law countries. 
Although Latin is rare in Finnish legislation, it still seems to be used at least in some translations of 
Finnish statutes. Hietakorpi (2012) studied the similarities and differences of the English Patents Act 
1977 and the English translation of Finland’s Patenttilaki (550/1967). One of her remarks was that the 
English translation of Patenttilaki included one Latin word which was not in the original Finnish act.   
The idea, then, is to study this phenomenon more thoroughly in my thesis. The study focuses on Latin 
words and phrases found in the English translations of sixteen Finnish acts in the field of private law. I 
will study whether the instance of a Latin term that Hietakorpi found is the exception to the rule or if 
there actually are more Latin words or phrases used in the translations, since Latin tends to be more 
common in English legal texts (Mattila 2012: 182; Mattila 2002d: 225). Although some studies 
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regarding legal Latin have been conducted (e.g. Mattila 2000, results presented also in Mattila 2002d), 
they tend to focus on other legal texts than statutes. Hence, the material of this study will consist of 
English translations of Finnish acts.  
In the thesis I will compare sixteen Finnish acts to their English translations to see if any Latin words or 
phrases have been used in the translations. The hypothesis is that there are no Latin words used in the 
original Finnish acts and that there are very few Latin words or phrases in the English versions, because 
literature on the subject suggests that Latin is rarely used in legislation as opposed to other legal texts 
(e.g. legal science textbooks, which have been studied by Mattila 2000, results presented also in 
Mattila 2002d). However, at least one previous study (Hietakorpi 2012) shows that Latin is actually 
used to some extent in one translation of a Finnish act. The plan is to see how common this practice 
is. It is also hypothesized that if Latin words are used, they are likely to be loan words that have been 
used in the English language for so long that English speakers do not necessarily even consider them 
to be Latin. 
I am also interested in finding out more about the translations and particularly about what kind of 
instructions or guidelines the translators follow when they translate the acts. The English translations 
are controlled by the Finnish Ministry of Justice (Weckström 2006: 23, cited in Hietakorpi 2012: 29), 
which has published an instructions booklet (Säädöskääntämisen yhteistyöryhmä 2010) about 
translating Finnish statutes. It does not include any information about using Latin in the translations, 
hence I contacted the Ministry of Justice and asked what its view on the matter is. 
I believe that the findings of the thesis will be of interest to legal translators who use Finlex and its 
Finnish and English statutes as source material to their translations. Since Finlex is a free Internet 
service on legal information, owned by the Finnish Ministry of Justice, it is a good source when 
translating legal terminology. After finding out if Latin is actually used to replace some Finnish terms 
in the acts, the translators can then decide for themselves whether they use Latin or English in their 
translations.  
The study is constructed as follows: After the introduction, the theoretical background for this study is 
presented in Chapter 2. The first section deals with comparative legal linguistics and the differences 
between civil-law and common-law systems and their impact on legal languages and legal translation. 
The use of Latin in legal languages is introduced in the second section. The third section is concerned 
with issues dealing with the readability of legislation and, linking to this, the translation instructions 
given by the Ministry of Justice. The fourth section presents etymology and lexical borrowing (i.e. 
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loanwords). Chapter 3 introduces the material and method of the present study. Chapter 4 presents 
the analysis of the material as well as the results of this study. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis.  
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2. Theoretical background for the use of Latin in legal languages 
Legal Latin is often discussed in books concerning legal language use, but the discussion tends to focus 
either on the history of legal Latin or its use in other literary sources than statutes. Few studies can be 
found on the subject besides Mattila (2000, results presented also in Mattila 2002d: 227–239), who 
studied how often Latin is used in legal literature, or Balteiro and Campos-Pardillos (2010), who studied 
Latinisms (i.e. Latin words and phrases) in court opinions, i.e. in statements that are prepared by a 
judge or court announcing the decision after a case is tried (Legal Dictionary). As stated in introduction, 
Latin was a small part of Hietakorpi's (2012) MA thesis, and one of her remarks was that the English 
translation of the Finnish Act that she was studying included one Latin term. She suggested that this 
phenomenon should be researched more thoroughly, which will be done in this study. 
Hence, this thesis will focus on Latinisms used in the English translations of Finnish acts (Fin. laki). The 
term act or statute (Fin. säädös, an umbrella term for acts, decrees, directives etc.) will be used to 
refer to these texts or to legislative texts in general. 
The theoretical background for this study will mainly consist of comparative legal linguistics, which 
includes the history of legal languages as well as the differences between the common-law system and 
civil-law system. In addition, I will look at the effort to make practical legal language as readable as 
possible, which affects the use of Latin words in Finnish legislation. This will link to the actual 
translation work of the Finnish statutes and the translation instructions given by the Ministry of Justice. 
The thesis will also include information about etymology and lexical borrowing. 
2.1. Comparative legal linguistics: Differences in legal systems and their effect on 
language 
Legal linguistics examines the development, characteristics, and usage of legal language (Mattila 2012: 
11). As the word suggests, comparative legal linguistics aims to develop methods for comparing legal 
cultures and to draw conclusions on the basis of differences and similarities found in these cultures 
(Mattila 2012: 17). Mattila (ibid.) states that “a typical example of these conclusions is the division of 
legal systems into major families and sub-families of law”. 
According to Mattila (2012: 138), comparative lawyers distinguish two major legal systems: common 
law and civil law (also called the Romano-Germanic or continental family of law). Common law 
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originated in England and spread to North America, some African countries (e.g. Nigeria), and other 
former British colonies (e.g. India, Pakistan, Australia), whereas the civil law originated in continental 
Europe, but has since spread to former European colonies in Africa, Asia and the Americas (Tiersma 
2012: 14).  
Beyond the European legal culture, the conceptual systems of legal orders largely correspond either 
to common law or to civil law, because of the colonial era and general Westernisation of other 
continents (Mattila 2012: 138). Nevertheless, Mattila states that also legal concepts of major 
traditional cultures are of importance in Asia, whereas state law and customary law are applied in 
Africa, since legal concepts of European origin are unknown.  
This section will focus on the two major legal systems, that is, common law and civil law. The following 
sections briefly explain the fundamental differences between the two legal systems. One must 
remember, however, that these differences are not always as pronounced as described here, since the 
legal systems can be seen as placed on a continuum. Hence, the legal systems of civil-law countries are 
usually quite different from each other although belonging to the same legal family, and civil-law 
systems may also place much value to precedents, which is usually considered to be a feature of 
common-law systems. 
2.1.1. Origins of civil law 
Civil law is considered to be founded on Roman law (Tiersma 2012: 14–15). In the fourth century, the 
Roman Empire split into a western part and an eastern part, later known as the Byzantium. The western 
part slowly declined and divided into smaller states, but the Byzantium survived in some form, 
although the legal system lost its former glory. To re-establish it, the Byzantine emperor Justinian 
wanted to revive and improve the legal system. Therefore, a group of scholars was formed in order to 
create a systematic body of law upon all available sources of the Roman law. The result was the Corpus 
juris civilis.  
According to Tiersma (2012: 15), little of the Corpus juris civilis was known in the west until the 
eleventh century, when students from all around Europe came to study Roman law at the Bologna 
University. After their studies, they returned to their native countries, which then also began to teach 
Roman law. Hence, civil-law countries all share, to some extent, a common legal heritage and some 
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core legal concepts, as well as legal terminology (which is influenced by legal Latin of the Corpus juris 
civilis). 
However, the Corpus juris civilis did not provide rules or principles to govern all areas of life (Tiersma 
2012: 16). Hence, canon law (i.e. law created by the Catholic church to be used in church administration 
and in episcopal tribunals and church notaries (Mattila 2012: 171)), customary and feudal law (i.e. law 
between nobles and their vassals), and lex mercatoria (i.e. the body of rules applied to commercial 
transactions) were applied to those areas which the Corpus juris civilis did not cover (Tiersma 2012: 
16). Together, these additional elements were known as the jus commune, law common to much of 
Europe (not to be confused with the Anglo-American common law). 
Although the jus commune created a rather unified European legal culture, nationalism caused people 
to place greater emphasis on customary law (Tiersma 2012: 16). Gradually, customs started to be 
converted into statutory law by means of codification; customs were transformed into statutes and 
further into codes. This is the main aspect of a civil-law system and what distinguishes it from the 
common-law system: all customs have been converted into statutory law by means of codification. 
The Finnish legal system also derives from the Roman law (Lehto 1999: 123). As in all civil-law 
countries, the Finnish legal system is based on statutes which have been written in a general manner 
so that courts can apply them to each individual case.  
2.1.2. Origins of common law 
One of the main differences between the common law and civil law is that in the former the main 
source of law are the previous court rulings (Lehto 1999: 124), that is, the common law is based on 
case law (Mattila 2012: 308). Law is primarily created by judges who decide on cases, and similar cases 
are treated similarly (Lehto 1999: 124). Still, Parliament can change any case-law rule by the legislative 
route, and today the amount of English legislation is comparable with that of continental countries 
(Mattila 2012: 308). Nevertheless, the principal source of English law is still case law; the court 
judgements are of an importance that goes beyond the particular cases in which they are given, that 
is, a judgement has a binding effect on all future cases with similar conditions and is treated as a 
precedent (Mattila 2012: 307). 
Mattila (2012) states that the common-law system was developed by the courts of England. After the 
Norman Conquest (1066), the king wanted to strengthen his dominance by centralizing the justice 
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system. He established the Royal Courts of Justice at Westminster, but powerful vassals resisted the 
centralization of justice. Hence, at first the Royal Courts were only able to judge cases that fell clearly 
within the king's competence.  
As time passed, the judging of the Royal Courts became routine and it did not take into consideration 
the particular circumstances of each case (Mattila 2012). To avoid scandalous and unreasonable 
judgments, the Chancellor began to rectify judgements of the Royal Courts on the basis of natural 
justice (i.e. principles, procedures, results etc., which are instinctively felt to be just and fair, even if 
not formally enshrined in law (OED)), which created a new Court of Chancery. Over time, the court 
created its own legal concepts, maintaining only a distant link with the thinking of fairness and 
reasonableness. After a power struggle of the 17th century, both courts were assigned their proper 
field of competence, which formed a fundamental division within English case law: equity and common 
law. Equity first referred to the set of rules that traditionally supplemented the common law where 
the application of the common law would have operated too harshly. Hence, equity was used to 
achieve natural justice or fairness. Although the Court of Chancery was later abolished, the division of 
equity and common law remains, and it is unknown in the legal systems of the continental countries. 
Today, however, equity is a branch of the law dealing with, among other things, trusts and certain 
remedies such as injunctions (TransLegal).   
2.1.3. Differences in legal systems and their impact on legal languages 
Since common law and civil law have such different origins and practices, it is no surprise that language 
is used very differently within these legal systems. Civil law was taught in Latin at universities for many 
centuries (Tiersma 2012: 15). This was partly due to the legacy of the Roman law, but also because 
Latin was the language of science and education throughout Europe. Latin was long used in statutes, 
treaties and judgements, but the trials were generally conducted in local languages. Although the use 
of Latin words and phrases has declined greatly during the past two or three centuries, the civil law 
continues to use Latin to label certain key concepts, especially those that derive from the Roman law 
(Tiersma 2012: 16). 
In contrast, medieval English lawyers of the common law learned the law in French (Tiersma 2012: 15). 
Before this in Anglo-Saxon times (ca. 5th century), Old English was used to decide legal cases in a 
popular assembly (Tiersma 2012: 19–20). One aspect of this was oaths or verbal formulas, which were 
used to decide cases. The words of the oaths had to be recited verbatim, without stammering, or the 
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person would lose his case. These formulas were also used in contract law to make contracts legally 
binding. This aspect of the common law is still used today: legal English makes use of many fixed 
phrases that can be found for example in contracts or deeds. For example, to have and to hold has 
been part of the formula used to transfer land (Tiersma 2012:20). 
In the 13th century, statutes written in Latin became common in England, but oral proceedings were in 
French (Tiersma 2012: 20). Around 1300, the language of statutes became French until it was replaced 
by English in the 15th century. Tiersma (2012: 21) notes that at the time when the centralized English 
court system arose, French was the primary legal language. Hence, it has had a lasting impact on legal 
English, since many words relating to courts and trials are almost entirely of French origin. 
However, even when French was the most influential legal language in England, English lawyers still 
had some knowledge of legal Latin (Tiersma 2012: 21). Maxims (i.e. principles of law universally 
admitted, as being just and consonant with reason (Legal Dictionary)) and sayings about the law (e.g. 
de minimis non curat lex “the law is not concerned with trifles” or caveat emptor “let the buyer 
beware”) were usually in Latin, as were also writs (i.e. orders from the king or judge to a lower court). 
Still, common-law countries use Latin terms to refer to their unique common-law concepts and hence 
use Latin quite differently from the civil-law countries (Mattila 2002d: 209–210). This is because Latin 
was originally used in the Roman (civil) law, from where it spread mostly to continental Europe 
(Tiersma 2012: 13). Although England was ruled by Rome for several centuries, Roman law had little 
influence there. However, the English used Latin terms to describe their own common-law system, 
which had the effect that most of the Latin used by the civil-law and common-law systems is unique 
to each (Mattila 2002a, cited in Tiersma 2012: 21). Hence, the meanings of a word may differ in the 
two systems.  
As mentioned above, the Finnish legal system is based on statutes which have been written in a general 
manner, so that courts can apply them to each individual case. Lehto points out that this fact has also 
had an impact on Finnish legal concepts, which may sometimes only be used in one particular statute 
and which mirror the time when the statute was written. Lehto (1999: 124) gives an example from two 
different statutes: the Code of Inheritance from 1965 and a bankruptcy regulation from 1868 in the 
field of procedural law. Both statutes deal with the same task of administering public property on 
somebody’s behalf (Fin. hoitaa yhteistä omaisuutta toisten lukuun), but they use different terms for 
the same task: Code of Inheritance uses the terms pesänselvittäjä or pesänjakaja and the bankruptcy 
regulation the term pesänhoitaja. 
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2.1.4. Differences in legal systems and their impact on legal translation 
Different legal systems make it harder to translate legal texts across different systems. According to 
Biel (2008: 22, cited in Biel 2010: 9), 
[o]ne of the fundamental problems in legal translation is the incongruity of concepts between legal 
systems and the absence of universal knowledge structures, which are present in other types of 
specialised translation, e.g. in mathematics, biology, chemistry or technology.  
Šarčević (2012: 193) states the same: “[u]nlike texts of the exact sciences, legal texts do not have a 
single agreed meaning independent of local context but usually derive their meaning from a particular 
legal system”. Most problems will likely occur when translating a civil-law statute into a common-law 
language or vice versa.  
Lehto (1999: 123) agrees with this: she uses the terms intrasystemic translation (my translation, Fin. 
järjestelmänsisäinen kääntäminen, i.e. translation within the same legal system) and intersystemic 
translation (my translation, Fin. järjestelmienvälinen kääntäminen, i.e. translation across legal 
systems) to distinguish between these different translation scenarios. She also mentions a third 
possibility, namely that of translating within an independent system, such as the EU (in which the 
languages of the member countries are primarily used to express the concepts of the native legal 
systems of each country and secondarily within the EU system). She states that if the legal systems of 
the languages are the same (such as Finnish and Swedish in Finland), the legal system does not cause 
any problems since the concepts exist in both languages (Lehto 1999: 122). 
Lehto (1999: 126) highlights that since the legal systems have a major impact on the translation 
process, the translator must remember to take into account the conventions of the target language. 
The language should be correct and the translator should use the established legal terms and phrases 
of the target language. She goes on to mention that the translator should know the related concepts 
of a term in both languages and choose the concept that contains the most important characteristics 
of the source-language term.  
In general, it can be said that “the lawyers of the continental Europe ... speak the same conceptual 
language, independent of their ordinary languages” (Mattila 2012: 162). In Mattila’s opinion, it is 
relatively easy to understand and translate a foreign legal language if the conceptual systems of both 
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the source and target language correspond. However, one still has to remember that even if the 
concepts are similar, the terms used to refer to them may differ. For example, some Latin words or 
phrases are used in many civil-law countries, but a Latin word may mean different things in different 
legal languages. This is because over time the Latin phrases have moved around Europe from one legal 
system to another and changed their meaning (Liiri 1999: 150). An example given by Mattila (2012: 
180) is prima facie: “In German and Italian dictionaries of legal Latin, this expression is given the 
general meaning of ‘at first sight’, but also the meaning of ‘according to the truth that comes from 
experience’ or ‘according to a principle derived from experience’”, whereas “in the Spanish-speaking 
world, prima facie is used in relation to orders that can be contested (for example, temporary 
detention orders)”.  
Because of this incongruity, Liiri (1999: 150) suggests that translators should choose whether to use a 
Finnish translation of a Latin term or the original Latin term. The choice depends on whether the reader 
of the target text will understand the meaning of the Latin term or not. If the term is not familiar, Liiri 
suggests using the original Latin term and explaining it in the target language. That way the target-
language lawyer can use the Latin term to find more information about its meaning and usage. The 
differences in the use of Latin in different languages will be discussed in the next section. 
2.2. Latin in legal languages 
Latin is one of the most influential legal languages of all times. As Mattila (2012: 26) states,  
[a]t the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of the Modern Era, lawyers had already been 
using Latin for fifteen centuries, in national and international contexts. In the Europe of the Middle 
Ages, this great cultural language was used in various countries as an administrative and judicial 
tool. Judgments, in particular, were written in Latin. This was so even for the periphery of Europe, 
as in the kingdom of Sweden (to which Finland also belonged) from the end of the 13th century to 
the mid-14th century. At the international level, Latin was still the language of inter-State relations 
at the beginning of the Modern Era. International treaties were among the documents drawn up 
in Latin. Academic legal science operated in Latin for an even longer period, throughout Europe, 
up until the 19th century. 
Latin ceased to be used as the scientific language of Europe in the early 19th century (Mattila 2002d: 
220). This included legal language; nowadays Latin is no longer used in legal science nor legal practice 
except for some single words or phrases (Mattila 2002d: 224). Still, Latin has left its mark on most of 
the modern legal languages. This concerns mostly the structures of a language, but also lexis. Mattila 
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(2002d: 224; 2012b: 174) argues that a large part of the lexis of different legal languages derives from 
the legal Latin of the Antiquity, Middle Ages and Modern Era. He continues that in English and the 
Romance languages, the lexis is often used almost in its original form, only with different endings. 
Other languages include many loanwords or loan translations (i.e. calques). 
As Mattila (2002d: 225; 2012: 174) states, Latin is also used as loanwords (i.e. lexical borrowings) in 
modern legal languages. For instance, causa can be used to refer to 'legal basis' (Fin. oikeusperuste). 
According to him, Latin is sometimes used as a rhetorical tool, so that lawyers can show their 
professionalism to other lawyers and laymen. Latin is also used to convince the reader or to specify 
the exact meaning of a concept. Balteiro and Campos-Pardillos (2010) have studied the use of 
Latinisms, mainly in English and Spanish court opinions. They mention a few possible reasons why Latin 
is still used in legal languages. In addition to the historical factors (e.g. influence by the Roman Empire 
and the Roman church), Latin is considered to be brief and efficient to use. Balteiro and Campos-
Pardillos (2010: 2) specifically mention that sometimes replacing a Latinism would require a longer 
expression in the native language. However, that is not always the case; they argue that one possible 
reason may be that Latin expressions “do not only ‘mean’ or denote, but also connote, that is, they 
refer the readers not only to a tradition of previous cases, but also of court and/or scholarly 
clarification, usually shared by participants in discourse”. Latin could then be viewed to clarify 
meanings or refer to something known by all the participants. 
However, Macleod (1997: 249) clarifies that Latin is not only used as technical shorthand, since judges 
also use short phrases that do not have strong links to any area of law; that is, they use nontechnical 
phrases that could easily be replaced with phrases from the judge's native language. Also Mattila 
(2012: 180) mentions that the Latin expressions are often “placed half-way between general cultural 
Latin and legal Latin”. An example given by Mattila is prima facie, which has a general meaning of ‘at 
first sight’ and a legal meaning of ‘according to the truth that comes from experience’. Hence, if a judge 
uses prima facie in its general sense (although he could simply say “at first sight”), this seems to confirm 
that Latin is at least partly used because it is seen as having prestige or simply because of practice. 
As already mentioned, one popular theory is that Latin is considered to have prestige, which elevates 
or distinguishes the legal text from other, more everyday texts (Mattila 2012: 180). According to 
Macleod (1997: 242), Latin maxims were considered to be “the distilled wisdom of law, stretching back 
to ancient times”. Furthermore, Mattila (2002a, cited in Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 2010: 4) believes 
that one reason for the use of Latin is Latin's ability to act as a lingua franca to help lawyers from 
different legal systems understand each other. Finally, MacLeod (1997: 241) thinks that another reason 
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may be that the members of the legal profession “see themselves as part of a tradition, as something 
that one generation hands down to the next”, which may affect their language use. 
Of course, legal Latin is not used the same way in all countries. The intensity and extent to which legal 
Latin is used varies in different countries (Mattila 2002d: 225). Generally, legal Latin is used more in 
legal science than in legal practice (legislation, court rulings, private documents etc.). In many 
countries, including the Nordic countries, Latin is rarely used in legislation or court rulings. Some 
countries use Latin more in these contexts, especially common-law countries (ibid.; Mattila 2012: 182). 
This matter is addressed separately in the following sections dealing with Latin in legal English and 
Finnish. 
There are two sides to using Latin in legal matters. On one hand, it can help lawyers from different 
countries understand foreign legal texts, since some Latin terms are common to many languages. 
Mattila (2002d: 262; 2012: 197) notes that in some branches of the law (e.g. international private law) 
using Latin guarantees that the text will be understood in English-speaking countries because Latin 
citations in this field are widely known and with the same meaning. According to Mattila (2012: 182), 
“Latin expressions and maxims have been – and still are – particularly common in cases where the 
desire is to guarantee their international understandability”. At the same time, Mattila (2002d: 262) 
reminds that most of the Latin terms are only used nationally, which is why they should be used 
carefully, especially if the term is not explained. Mattila (2012: 197) mentions that for example in the 
law of succession “the lack of coherence of legal Latin is especially striking”. 
On the other hand, Latin may make it harder for laymen or even lawyers to understand legal texts, 
such as court rulings (Mattila 2002d: 225). Laymen rarely understand any legal Latin, and often lawyers 
only know a few of the most used terms and phrases that they have memorized (and usually only the 
meanings they have in their own language). That is why different authorities and private parties have 
recommended avoiding Latin in legal texts. This has also led to Plain Language movements in various 
countries (Mattila 2012: 175). This matter is discussed briefly in Chapter 2.3. 
Generally, the language of legal science is easier for laymen to understand than the language of judges, 
administration officials or lawyers (Mattila 1999: 116). Researchers and teachers tend to avoid 
archaisms or if they use them, they explain them in standard language. However, legal Latin is the one 
exception to the rule; Latin is used more in legal science than in legal practice, which tends to make 
legal science more difficult to understand. 
As was already briefly mentioned, legal Latin can be used very differently in different countries, which 
may cause problems even to lawyers. According to Mattila (2012), “[l]egal Latin dictionaries published 
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in the Romance countries and Poland include three times more expressions and maxims in common 
with dictionaries of the German linguistic zone than with dictionaries from the Anglo-Saxon countries”. 
This result has been confirmed by Balteiro and Campos-Pardillos (2010: 11), whose study revealed that 
more than half of the Latin expressions used by the highest court of the United States or Spain are not 
used at all by that of the other. This means that there is a serious risk of being misunderstood by a 
foreign colleague.  
Interlanguage understandability becomes even more difficult because the spelling of Latin words or 
phrases can vary, as the following example indicates (Mattila 2012: 196–197):   
The sole fact of ignoring that today’s Italian and German authors hardly ever use the letter ‘j’ (a 
neo-Latin creation) can cause difficulties: jus is always written ius, so that the word appears in 
dictionaries under the letter ‘i’. By contrast, Anglo-American and French authors normally use the 
letter ‘j’. In the Spanish-speaking world, both orthographies are current. Another, general, 
orthographic difference concerns the use of medieval forms (for example, conditio instead of 
condicio). It is useful to know besides that German Latinist authors use the comma somewhat as 
in German, and that a Latin expression is sometimes written in a single word, sometimes in two or 
several (usus fructus – ususfructus, sub poena – subpoena). 
The fact that Latin is a synthetic language affects the appearance of the words, since words often have 
different endings according to their function in the phrase. Words may also have different spelling if 
they have been slightly modified to fit the rules relative to word formation and orthography of the 
native language (Mattila 2012: 186). Mattila (2012: 187) gives an example: the word codex appears, in 
modified national form, throughout Europe: code (English, French), codice (Italian), código (Spanish, 
Portuguese), kodeks (Polish), kod (Swedish), kodeks (Norwegian), kodex (Danish), koodeksi/koodi 
(Finnish). 
Despite these differences or risks of misunderstanding, Mattila (2012) notes that the common 
language heritage considerably facilitates communication between lawyers from various countries. 
Mattila (2012: 191) quotes other researchers by calling Latin “the lingua franca of the world's lawyers”, 
since the use of Latin noticeably facilitates international cooperation between lawyers. Mattila also 
points out that Latin eliminates a translation problem, since a dead language is not polysemic. What 
he probably means by this is that since Latin is no longer used as a first language, Latin words do not 
form new meanings as other languages do. 
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2.2.1. Latin in legal English 
Latin was the language of legal documents (excluding statutes, which were written in Latin only during 
the 12th century) in England during the period following the Norman Conquest (i.e. in the 11th and 12th 
centuries), as was the case across Europe (Mattila 2012: 310). The legal system of England, i.e. the 
common law, was developed during this period, which explains why many common-law terms were 
formulated in Latin. This is also the reason for the differences in vocabulary in common law and civil 
law: the Latin terms had to express the original content of common-law concepts. Mattila also notes 
that the terminology only partly derived from classical Latin; often Norman French or even English 
words were Latinized.  
Latin was used in statutes until ca. 1300 (Haigh 2003: 13), after it had been monopolizing as the 
language of statutes for two centuries (Beveridge 2002: 61). After French started to be used in legal 
documents, Latin survived in statutes connected to the Church and in writs (Balteiro & Campos-
Pardillos 2010: 5). Latin was also used as a lingua franca in order to overcome dialect diversity. In 1650, 
Latin and French were outlawed in legal writing, which caused protests in the legal community and the 
act was repealed. Latin then became the language of court records. Latin and French were permanently 
outlawed in legal proceedings in 1731, but Latin remained important in legal education. However, 
Haigh (2003: 12) clarifies that Latin never became the language of legal pleading or debate, since only 
the learned were fluent in Latin. 
Still, some writers made an effort to adopt words derived from Latin, since Latin was considered to be 
more sophisticated (Haigh 2003: 13). Examples include words such as adjacent, frustrate, inferior, legal 
quiet and subscribe. Some writers also used a Latin word order, which led to an ornate style. This style 
can still be seen today in the ornateness and unusual word order of legal documents. Some call this 
chancellery style, which is “characterised by use of complicated structures at the beginning of 
sentences, as well as by use of the passive, legal pronouns (e.g. the said) and heavy verbal nouns” 
(Mattila 2012: 189). The facts that Latin is a synthetic language (i.e. it makes use of the system of cases) 
and that it frequently omits conjunctions further pronounces the chancellery style. Mattila (2012: 189–
190) goes on to state that even in non-Romance languages one can often distinguish the Latin 
subjunctive and ablativus instrumentalis (i.e. one type of Latin ablative case). Mattila (2012: 190) notes 
that “lawyers sought to attain linguistic and legal elegance, elegantia juris, when writing Latin”. Hence, 
they used long sentences in harmony with the inherent rhythmics of the Latin language, and traces of 
the tradition can still be seen today. 
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However, Mattila (2012: 312) states that the use of Latin and French caused serious problems in 
England. The first attempt to change the judicial language was in 1362, when it was decided that 
“judges were to use English but that court minutes could still be prepared in Latin” (ibid.). The use of 
Latin started to decline in the 16th and 17th century. Nevertheless, Latin remained as an important legal 
language and the language was held in high regard, since it offered a well-established terminology for 
legal purposes. Sir William Holdsworth (1936: 481) quotes one 18th-century writer, who wrote that 
“the rules of English law were ‘scarcely expressible properly in English’ and that a man could never be 
a lawyer ‘without a knowledge of the authentic books of the law in their genuine language’”. This 
meant Latin and French. Indeed, the knowledge of legal French and Latin remains important even in 
the legal profession today. In addition to the technical terms, Latin is also used in general, non-legal 
phrases such as inter alia (‘amongst others’) and per se (‘in itself’) (Haigh 2003: 11). 
Today, Latin is still used quite widely by Anglo-American lawyers (Mattila 2002d: 209–210). A 
significant part of the common-law Latin consists of pan-European legal Latin terms and phrases, and 
sometimes their meaning is the same as in continental Europe. This is due to the influence of the 
Roman and canon law in England in the Middle Ages and in the beginning of the Modern Era. On the 
other hand, common-law Latin is more distinctive, because it has been used to describe common-law 
concepts. Hence, some common-law Latin terms are only known in English-speaking countries, or the 
meaning of a term common to both legal systems may differ.  
The use of Latin differs according to the legal genres; for example, judgments are more likely to contain 
Latin than statutes (Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 2010: 6). This is probably due to the fact that the 
audience is different, “statutes being addressed (in principle) to the general public …, whereas opinions 
are meant to be read only by legal professionals” (ibid.).  
Although legal literature (i.e. legal science) is more likely to contain Latin expressions, also court 
decisions and legislative texts include them (Mattila 2012: 314–317). Mattila carried out a small 
research on Latin expressions in court decisions and legislation in common-law countries. He found 
out that some Latin phrases produced hundreds of thousands of internet hits when searched with 
words like 'court of appeal' or 'supreme court'. He noted that generally the number of hits was smaller 
if he searched for Latin expressions with words referring to laws and decrees, “because the number of 
judicial documents is greater than that of legislative documents” (ibid.). However, Mattila states that 
some Latin phrases are extremely common in legislative text and may even feel like English expressions 
(e.g. affidavit, certiorari). He concludes that “Latin remains very much alive and well in judicial 
decisions and legislative texts in common-law countries – despite the efforts of the Plain English 
Movement and associations such as Clarity to promote the understandability of judgments and laws” 
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(see more in Chapter 2.4). Balteiro and Campos-Pardillos (2010: 8) note that this is due to the fact that 
certain Latinisms have become unavoidable in American legal English, such as certiorari (‘to be more 
fully informed’), syllabus (‘summary’) or v (versus, ‘against’).  
Macleod (1997) has studied Latinisms used in court opinions during different time decades. The 
research shows that the phrases that were included in the study were used more often now than prior 
to 1950, which shows that the courts' use of these fifteen phrases has increased dramatically since 
1950 (Macleod 1997: 238). 
Sajavaara (1999: 137) notes that legal English includes many words borrowed from foreign languages, 
and these words have mostly kept their original form – unlike other specialized languages. She gives 
examples on some of the most well-known Latin legal terms used in the Anglo-Saxon legal system: res 
ipsa loquitur, res judicata, ratio decidendi, locus stand, and res gestae. Mattila (2012: 175) also lists 
some phrases that are often found in English and American judgments and other documents: erga 
omnes, inter alia, assumpsit, mens rea, per diem, per stirpes, stare decisis, and subpoena. Mattila 
(2012: 314) goes on to note that Latin is used everywhere in legal English, since the general principles 
of law (i.e. legal maxims) are often still expressed in Latin. Lexical borrowing (i.e. loanwords) is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.5. 
However, Mattila (2012: 192) states that understanding legal Latin is sometimes difficult because it is 
often used as a code, especially in common-law countries. This means that often the first words of an 
old Latin expression is used to express a legal maxim or notion (e.g. de minimis non curat lex ‘the law 
does not concern itself with trifles’ may often appear in the shortened form de minimis (Mattila 2012: 
315)). 
One final point that should be mentioned is that there are noticeable differences even within common-
law countries; for example, Latinisms are used more often in American legal English than in British legal 
English (Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 2010: 5). This may be due to the fact that in the 18th and 19th 
centuries there was a conscious attempt in the United States to revert to traditional legal principles 
and original sources, which are often expressed through Latin maxims (Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 
2010: 9). Hence, Latin is not used symmetrically in all legal genres or indeed even in all English-speaking 
countries. None of the sources cited in this thesis had any information about whether (and to what 
extent) Latin is used in other variants of English (e.g. Australian English). 
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2.2.2. Latin in legal Finnish 
As mentioned earlier, Latin ceased to be used as a legal language in Europe in the beginning of the 19th 
century (Mattila 2002d: 220). Most European countries gave up Latin, including Sweden and Finland. 
Since the second half of the 19th century, legal Latin has only been used in the modern sense of the 
word: as single terms or phrases in an otherwise Finnish or Swedish text. These expressions can have 
different functions: they can be used as a rhetoric tool, they can have a so-called representation 
function (e.g. a Latin phrase used as the motto of a courthouse), or they can be used to express a legal 
concept (Mattila 2002d: 229–231).  
According to Mattila (2002d: 218), Latin arrived in Finland (which was then under Swedish reign) with 
the Catholic Church. In the Middle Ages only the elite knew Latin, but Latin was still used in various 
legal matters. Mattila (2012: 168) states that the medieval Latin of the Nordic countries was quite 
similar to that of the other European countries. In addition to the legal phrases, ceremonial 
formulations were also used to make texts more high-sounding. The documents were sometimes 
difficult to understand, because the language was so compact. Hence, Mattila (2012: 170) concludes, 
legal Latin formed the stylistic basis of Nordic legal languages, as well as being the source for a large 
proportion of borrowings. 
At the end of the 14th century, the use of Latin in legal affairs began to decline, even more so with the 
Reformation (Mattila 2002d: 218). Nevertheless, Latin resurfaced as a legal language at the beginning 
of the Modern Era, especially at the 17th century, due to the influence of the academic legal science. 
Mattila (2002d: 219) states that all legal dissertations in Sweden and Finland were published in Latin 
in the 17th century, but a part of the other legal literature was written in Swedish. Swedish was the 
language of legislation and legal practice. However, Mattila reminds us that courts usually recruited 
new lawyers from universities, which meant that Latin had a strong influence on the language of the 
courts. That is why court rulings were given in a mixed language of Latin and Swedish in the 17th 
century. In addition to the Latin terms and phrases, words of Latin origin were also modified to better 
fit the Swedish language. 
Latin was given up in courts during the 18th century, but it was still used in legal science (Mattila 2002d: 
219). Dissertations were still written in Latin and so were the textbooks based on them.  
Modern legal Finnish was created in the 19th and 20th century (Mattila 2012: 182). The author of a legal 
dissertation of those times would often use a Latin term to clarify the meaning of a new Finnish term. 
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Nevertheless, Mattila reminds us that this practice is still in use today even in older legal languages 
(e.g. English, French). 
Today the Finnish legal practice does not include Latin (Mattila 2002d: 227). The only exception is the 
use of certain Latin abbreviations and expressions in some in-house documents of the courts. Mattila 
mentions such examples as L. F. (i.e. loco fiscali, Fin. ‘virkaatoimittavana viskaalina’, Eng. ‘acting 
prosecutor’) or Res. fin. (i.e. resolution finalis, Fin. ‘lopullinen ratkaisu’, Eng. ‘final decision’), but he 
does not mention in which documents they are used. Latin is extremely rare in legislation, as well as 
in administration and jurisdiction, but it can be used in the Finnish versions of the decrees given by the 
European Union (or the former European Community) (Mattila 2010: 211). For example, regulation 
864/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the law applicable to non-contractual 
obligations includes phrases negotiorum gestio and culpa in contrahendo several times in parenthesis 
(ibid.). Similarly, legal science continues to use Latin expressions in some legal fields (e.g. contract law), 
which is why Finnish lawyers should know at least some Latin. 
Mattila (2010: 211) states that legal literature includes various words of foreign origin, which have 
been modified to better fit the Finnish orthography. Examples include delikti, fidusiaarinen, 
dekriminalisointi, denuntiaatio, dereliktio, and dissimulaatio. According to Mattila, legislators advise to 
refrain from using words of foreign origin in legislative texts. Nevertheless, they are fairly often used. 
One has to remember that this is usually not the case with actual lexical borrowings of Latin. 
Mattila (2002d) studied legal literature from the 1950s and 1990s by counting each Latin word or 
phrase used in the texts. In the 1950s, Latin words or phrases were used approximately 900 times, as 
opposed to 600 times in the 1990s. Mattila highlights that the amount of analysed data differed 
according to the decade: the data from the 1990s included over twice as many texts as the data from 
the 1950s, but still there were more Latinisms in the data from the 1950s. Mattila notes that the use 
of Latin has reduced by a third in 40 years and also that the versatility of the used phrases has reduced. 
Based on this, Mattila (2002d: 228) goes on to estimate that the essential vocabulary of a Finnish 
lawyer in the 21st century includes 200 different Latin words and phrases. 
Mattila (2002d: 228) also discovered that Latin is not used in the same way in all different legal 
subfields. According to him, Latin is most used in the field of private law (Fin. siviilioikeus or 
yksityisoikeus). In addition, Latin is used in criminal, procedural and private international law. Mattila 
notes that what these subfields have in common is that they have all been influenced by the classical 
general doctrines of law, their basic concepts are of old origin or the fields are international by nature. 
On the other hand, in the field of private law, law of contracts and law of property had many Latin 
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words and phrases, whereas family law and law of inheritance included few Latin phrases although 
being of long Latin tradition.  
One has to remember that these results only apply to legal literature and not for example to statutes. 
Mattila (1999: 116; 2002d: 225) states that the use of legal Latin is much more common in legal science 
than in practical legal affairs (such as legislation, court orders, legal documents). In the Nordic countries 
Latin is rarely used in legislation, whereas in common law countries Latin is used more (Mattila 2002d: 
73–74, 225). Mattila (2002d: 73–74) notes that the official use of Latin in legislation is not allowed in 
Finland, but it is unclear whether Latin can be used in the English translations of the statutes.  
2.3. The plain language movement: Readability of legislation and translation    
instructions given by the Ministry of Justice 
The prohibition to use Latin in Finnish legislation is at least partly due to the effort to make practical 
legal language (e.g. legislation, court orders) as readable as possible. To achieve this readability in the 
English-speaking countries, the Plain English Movement was formed in the Anglophone countries in 
the 1970s as part of the consumer movement (consumer loan documents, security contracts, 
insurance terms etc.) (Mattila 2012: 328). Adler (2012: 67) states that no generally accepted definition 
for plain language exists, but he cites a few researchers who have formed their own definitions:  
A communication is in plain language if the people who are the audience for that communication 
can quickly and easily 
 find what they need 
 understand what they find 
 act appropriately on that understanding. 
At the other end of the spectrum, some practitioners define plain language by focusing narrowly 
on readability:  
Plain Language is language that is easy to read by matching the reading skill of your audience. 
Plain language increases comprehension, retention, reading speed, and persistence. (James 2009: 
35, cited in Adler 2012: 68) 
Cutts (1996: 3, cited in Adler 2012: 68) defines plain language as “language and design that presents 
information to its intended readers in a way that allows them, with as little effort as the complexity of 
the subject permits, to understand the writer's meaning and to use the document”.  
All these definitions mention the audience as a contributing factor when judging whether a text is 
written plainly. Similarly, those supporting plain language use in legal affairs believe that citizens 
should be able to understand their rights and obligations (Adler 2012: 68). Many legal professionals 
support the movement because of the obscurity of legal documents and law drafting, and the 
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movement has spread widely to other countries and languages (Adler 2012: 69). One point worth 
mentioning is that plain language is not the same thing as the Finnish concept selkokieli, which means 
language that has been simplified for people with reading difficulties. Selkokieli means, then, language 
that is simpler than standard language (Selkokeskus). 
There are several advantages attached to plain language, the main ones being fewer errors and 
ambiguities in the original texts, fewer lawyer-hours spent on decoding legalese into plain language 
for clients (faster and cheaper) and democracy (the law is more accessible to the public) (Adler 2012: 
71–72). Adler (2012: 72) mentions that there have been virtually no attempt in the literature to 
contradict these arguments. Indeed, while most of practicing lawyers still write legalese, many are 
aware of the need for change and some are already effecting it (Adler 2012: 74). Although there is 
extensive professional literature available to them, the problem seems to be that few lawyers have 
the time to study the theories or improve their drafting skills. 
In Finland, the understandability of statutes was considered already in the 1950s (Piehl 2010: 152). 
When a committee was formed in 1953 to contemplate reorganizing law drafting, the committee 
highlighted that the statutes should be easily understood by citizens. This demand was later included 
in the statement of reasons in the government proposal in 1959 (ibid.). 
More recently, a guidebook for law drafters was published in 1996 by the Ministry of Justice including 
the requirements given on writing legislative texts (Lainlaatijan opas 1996). The guidebook states that 
legal language should follow the norms of standard language and its vocabulary should be familiar, its 
sentences simple and legislative texts explicit. According to Niemivuo (2008: 123), these requirements 
are still valid.  
Mattila (2002d: 225) states that it is apparent that legal Latin makes it harder for laymen and even 
lawyers to understand legal language, which is why different officials have given guidelines about 
trying to avoid Latin. Piehl (2002: 103) quotes the development program for law drafting prepared by 
the Ministry of Justice in June 2000, which states that acts should be readable and that readability 
should be evaluated from the average citizen's point of view. Hence, as Mattila (2002d: 73) states, it is 
more difficult to continue using Latin as a means of maintaining a so-called lawyer spirit.  
The Ministry of Justice has also prepared an instructions booklet about translating statutes 
(Säädöskääntämisen yhteistyöryhmä 2010). The booklet is intended to support translation of statutes 
into foreign languages. It includes short general instructions on translation commissions, copyrights, 
language use, references to other statutes etc. In addition, it gives instructions to commissioners (what 
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to take into account when giving the translation commission). It also includes a glossary of some legal 
terms.  
The section about language in the booklet use only mentions that the most important thing is to convey 
the factual content of the statute to the reader so that they understand it (Säädöskääntämisen 
yhteistyöryhmä 2010). The booklet suggests avoiding archaic legal language, i.e. outdated words or 
phrases. The content should be expressed as clearly as possible without endangering the meaning or 
form of the text. However, this sections does not include any actual information or examples on words 
that should be avoided, and it does not mention anything about using Latin terms. 
The booklet includes a glossary of law drafting terminology, the meaning of which is to standardize the 
translations by making it easier to translate from Finnish or Swedish into English (Säädöskääntämisen 
yhteistyöryhmä 2010). The glossary is not exhaustive or binding, but the Ministry of Justice 
recommends using it, since the terms have been well-researched. The English terms have been taken 
primarily from English statutes. A quick browse of the English terms shows that no Latin words (except 
for annex and appendix) are suggested to be used as translations for the Finnish or Swedish terms. 
Hence, although the use of Latin is not allowed in legislation in Finland, it is unclear whether Latin can 
be used in the translations of the statutes. Only the Finnish and Swedish versions of the statutes are 
legally binding (Finlex) and the other language versions (English, Russian, Spanish, French, Japanese 
and German; most statutes only translated into English if at all) are non-binding. Because the 
translations are non-binding, the translators may have a little more freedom to choose the terms they 
use. Hence, they may choose to use Latin, although it is not allowed in the Finnish statutes, if they 
believe it will convey the meaning of the term better than the English term or paraphrase. 
According to Weckström (2006: 23, cited in Hietakorpi 2012: 29), the English translations are controlled 
by the Finnish Ministry of Justice. Since the booklet did not include any rules or recommendations on 
using Latin in translations of Finnish acts, I contacted the Ministry of Justice and asked if there has been 
any discussion about the matter. Translator Anna Grönqvist (2015) (who until recently was the contact 
person of the Ministry of Justice when it comes to translating statutes; the units and titles were 
recently reorganized) responded that she has no knowledge of any instructions given to translators 
about using Latin. However, she recalls that the matter was briefly discussed in a meeting arranged for 
English translators by the Ministries a few years ago. The meeting dealt with problems arising in 
translating statutes, and Grönqvist recalls that there was some discussion about whether Latin can or 
cannot be used. She says that she thinks that the discussion resulted with the remark that, although 
Latin has been traditionally used in legal texts originally written in English, the use of Latin should be 
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avoided if possible. Since Latin is not used in Finnish legislation, it was felt that it is not very justified 
to use it in translations either.  
One additional point that Grönqvist (2015) makes is that, although the translators have been advised 
to use British English when translating statutes, at least the Ministry of Justice has also used jurist-
linguists who use American English when translating. Since American English tends to make use of Latin 
in legal texts more often than British English (Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 2010: 5), some translations 
may include Latin more than others.  
When asked about the motive behind translating the statutes and their target group, Grönqvist (2015) 
responds that the Ministries have no legal obligations to translate the statutes into foreign languages. 
However, the ministries usually aim to translate the most relevant legislation from each administrative 
sector (mostly into English). Since only the Finnish and Swedish statutes are legally binding, the 
translations are mostly informative in nature. They are needed when cooperating with different 
officials in an EU or international environment, but a part of the target group is also foreigners living 
in Finland and other foreigners who need information about Finnish legislation. Grönqvist argues that 
this is also one of the reasons why it is better to avoid using Latin phrases or otherwise complex 
language when translating statutes. The most important thing, according to Grönqvist, is to express 
the meanings clearly and in a comprehensible way. 
Grönqvist (2015) also sheds light on the way that statutes get translated. She states that it is true that 
each Ministry has previously had a contact person who has been responsible for answering any 
inquiries relating to translating statutes. The practices of translating statutes have differed according 
to the Ministry in question; some Ministries use in-house translators and others have outsourced the 
translation of statutes and then proofread them themselves. To standardize the terms used in 
translations, a cooperative group comprised of Ministry translators was formed. Together with 
experts, they deal with general legal-technical phrases, and their recommendations have been listed 
to the glossary discussed earlier in this Chapter. 
Grönqvist (2015) mentions that the situation of the Ministry translators has actually just changed, since 
from the beginning of March 2015, all English translators of the Ministries have been part of the same 
unit under the Prime Minister's Office (Fin. valtioneuvoston kanslia). Grönqvist says that since the 
centralization of English translators has just taken place, its function is still trying to find its final form. 
Nevertheless, one of the ideas is to develop and harmonize the practices of the Ministries to translate 
statutes. 
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There are two different viewpoints when considering legal Latin. On one hand, when Latin is used to 
explain a Finnish legal term it may be easier for a foreign lawyer to understand the meaning of the 
term, if the same term is used in their own legal language (in the same legal field). On the other hand, 
it may be more difficult for a foreign layman to understand the Latin term. One must also remember 
that although Latin terms may be used similarly in many countries due to the vocabularies' shared 
medieval origin, the same term may also be quite differently understood in different countries. For 
example, exitus means ‘decease’ in the German linguistic zone (and in the Nordic countries), but 
common-law lawyers give it various meanings, the main one being ‘children’ or ‘offspring’ (Mattila 
2012: 196). In addition to different meanings, the spelling may also differ in different countries, which 
may cause confusion (Liiri 1999: 150). These differences are linked to lexical borrowing, which will be 
introduced in the next section. 
2.4. Etymology and lexical borrowing 
Lexical borrowing of Latin words has occurred for various reasons in course of the history, but the main 
reason can be considered to have been the fact that Latin has been seen as prestigious as opposed to 
the native languages of the countries. This is still partly the reason why Latin lexical borrowings are 
used today. However, to be able to distinguish Latin words and phrases from English words in the 
material, one must take into account the origin of the word, i.e. its etymology. This study searches for 
lexical borrowings of Latin origin, which means that one must exclude all words which have become 
part of the English language through common language ancestor and not through language contact (as 
in the case of lexical borrowing).  
Etymology is the investigation of word histories, that is, etymology investigates where words come 
from and how they change both in form and meaning (Durkin 2009). Etymology has often been 
concerned with histories with uncertain facts, so that “a hypothesis has to be constructed to account 
either for a word's origin or for a stage in its history”. We can also talk about an etymology, which 
means an account of a word's history (Durkin 2009: 3).  
An etymologist attempts to answer questions about how language families are established, how words 
in different languages can have a common ancestor and how the latter can be distinguished from 
words introduced through language contact (Durkin 2009). This distinction is of importance to the 
present study, since we have to able to distinguish between Latin words and words that look like Latin 
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but have in fact derived for example from French, which includes many words of Latin origin (as French 
is derived from Latin).  
The languages of the world have been divided into different language families according to their 
common ancestor (e.g. Indo-European or Uralic) (Durkin 2009). These are then further divided into 
smaller families. English and Latin are both part of the largest language family (i.e. Indo-European). 
English (among other languages, e.g. Dutch) is derived from Proto-West Germanic, whereas Latin is 
the ancestor for the Romance languages (e.g. French, Italian). Finnish, on the other hand, is not an 
Indo-European language, but belongs to the Uralic language family. 
Words that have derived from a common ancestor are called cognates (Durkin 2009: 9, 290). For 
example, “the cognates of an English word are the words in … other Germanic languages which can be 
explained as having developed from the same (unrecorded) antecedent word in proto-Germanic” 
(Durkin 2009: 9). Hence, the similarities of a word in two different languages may be due to the words 
being cognates or then one language has borrowed the word from the other language. 
To be able to distinguish between a Latinism and a nativized word derived from Latin, it is important 
to take into account borrowing. Durkin (2009: 132) defines borrowing as a term used to describe a 
process where a language takes new linguistic material from another language (the donor). This does 
not necessarily mean just words (although that is most commonly the case), but also other units such 
as morphemes, phonemes or even syntactic features. Durkin goes on to state that “borrowing occurs 
in situations of language contact, and is indeed an almost inevitable consequence of it, although the 
levels and the types of borrowing which are found differ greatly in different types of contact situation”. 
A borrowed word may then change and develop in different ways in the two languages (Durkin 2009: 
132–133). Hence, the most important difference between a lexical borrowing or a cognate is whether 
the languages have been in contact with each other or whether they share a common ancestor. 
A special case of borrowing is lexical borrowing. There are few studies dealing with general issues to 
do with lexical borrowing which are not tied to a particular language or language group (Durkin 2009: 
297). Still, a few general introductions on the subject can be found, mainly Durkin (2009) and 
Haspelmath (2009). Haspelmath and Tadmor (2009b: 12) define lexical borrowing as a loanword, i.e. a 
word that has been borrowed from another language at some point in the language's history. The term 
borrowing is usually used as a general term to describe a phenomenon of transferring or copying words 
from one language to another, whether it is due to “native speakers adopting elements from other 
languages into the recipient language, or whether they result from non-native speakers imposing 
properties of their native language onto a recipient language”. However, borrowing can also be used 
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in a more restricted sense to mean only the process of adoption, i.e. “incorporation of foreign elements 
into the speakers’ native language” (Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 21). In this study, borrowing is 
considered only in the former, more general sense. 
Lexical borrowing exists on different levels (Zenner & Kristiansen 2014: 2–3). The clearest case is when 
both the form and meaning of the source-language (SL) word transfer to the receptor language (RL) 
This is called direct loan (Zenner & Kristiansen 2014: 2–3) and loanword (Durkin 2009: 134). For 
instance, the form and meaning of the English phrase compact disk has transferred into Dutch. Other 
cases include a SL meaning attaching to a new RL form, which is called indirect loan (Zenner & 
Kristiansen 2014: 2–3) or loan translation (Durkin 2009: 134), and usually referred to as a calque in 
translation studies. An example given by Durkin (ibid.) is French prêt-à-porter, which is a calque on 
English ready-to-wear. Another case is a SL meaning attaching to a mixed form, i.e. a hybrid loan 
(Zenner & Kristiansen 2014: 2–3), or a SL form attaching to a new RL meaning (e.g. the German use of 
English Handy to refer to a mobile phone), which is called a pseudo-loan (Zenner & Kristiansen 2014: 
2–3). This study focuses only on borrowings in which both the form and meaning of a Latin word or 
phrase transfer to English. Haspelmath (2009: 39) also notes that some researchers include loan 
creations (i.e. formations that were inspired by a foreign concept but whose structure is not patterned 
on its expression in any way) among borrowings. Haspelmath (2009: 39–40) gives an example: “the 
German word Umwelt (Um-welt [around-world]) was coined to render French milieu (mi-lieu [mid-
place]) ‘environment’”. However, this study takes into account only lexical borrowings. Nevertheless, 
one must bear in mind that the original meaning of the Latin word or phrase may have been very 
different from today's meaning since languages and legal concepts evolve constantly.  
Lexical borrowings (i.e. loanwords) show borrowing of a word form and its associated meaning (Durkin 
2009: 134). Often there is some accommodation to the sound system of the recipient language. It is 
also possible for the loanwords to adapt to the inflectional morphology of the recipient language (e.g. 
some nouns borrowed into English show a regular plural -s or -es in place of whatever plural morpheme 
is found in the donor language; since Finnish has a rich system of inflectional morphology, most, if not 
all, Latin borrowings include case inflections, e.g. status - statusta - statuksen - statukseen etc). 
However, Durkin (2009: 134–135) points out that many scholars consider these words (i.e. words 
“which show complete replacement of a morph in the stem of the borrowed word with a morph from 
the borrowing language”) to be loan blends and not actual lexical borrowings. In this study, the 
assumption is that Latin words include their original inflections since they are rather well known in 
Anglo-American culture (at least the singular and plural inflections), but in case the expressions include 
English inflections, they are left out of the study and hence not considered to be Latin. 
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Both Haspelmath (2009: 38) and Haspelmath and Tadmor (2009b: 13) note that although we can 
identify loanwords, it is virtually impossible to identify non-loanwords (i.e. native words). This is 
because “the status of native words is always relative to what we know about the history of a 
language” (Haspelmath 2009: 39). That is, we cannot be sure that they were not borrowed from 
another language at some prehistoric time. 
Haspelmath (2009) also states that sometimes it is difficult to know whether a word is a borrowing or 
if two similar words in two different languages are simply due to common inheritance (i.e. cognate 
words). If two words in two different languages share a (similar) form and meaning, one can be 
considered a loanword if there is a chance (i.e. a plausible language contact scenario) that it could have 
been taken from the other language. One must, then, “exclude the possibility of descent from a 
common ancestor, which is a very common reason for word similarities across languages” (Haspelmath 
2009: 44). Haspelmath concludes: “if two languages that cannot be shown to go back to a common 
ancestor share a word, it is plausible to assume that it is a loanword”. 
However, since this study only focuses on words that have exactly the same forms in English and Latin, 
it is unlikely that these words would be cognates since cognates tend to differ in terms of form (e.g. 
English night, French nuit and Swedish natt are all cognates but differ in form). Therefore, cognates 
will not be taken into account in this study and all instances of the same words (i.e. words that are 
spelled exactly the same) in different languages will be treated as lexical borrowings. 
In addition to different levels of borrowability presented above (direct loans, indirect loans, hybrid 
loans and pseudo-loans), Zenner and Kristiansen (2014: 3) note that there are also different degrees 
“to which a loanword has been adapted to follow the morphophonological and orthographic rules of 
the receptor language”. Some researchers (e.g. Betz 1959, cited in Zenner & Kristiansen 2014: 3) make 
a distinction between a “foreign word”, which is not adapted to the receptor language at all, and a 
“loanword”, which is. Also Mattila (2012: 34) distinguishes between direct borrowings and naturalized 
words of foreign origin. Examples of the latter include delikti, fidusiaarinen, dekriminalisointi, 
denuntiaatio, dereliktio, and dissimulaatio, which are all foreign words which have been naturalized 
into the Finnish language (Mattila 2010: 211). 
This study focuses only on words that are not adapted in any way (here called lexical borrowings or 
loanwords). However, the study does take into account that the orthographic conventions of writing 
Latin vary in different countries (and sometimes even depending on the author) (e.g. use of the letter 
‘j’ vs. ‘i’). Hence, such Latin words which may seem modified into the English language but are actually 
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only orthographically different due to different writing conventions are still considered to be Latin in 
this study. 
As already mentioned in earlier chapters dealing with legal Latin, the commonest motivations for 
lexical borrowing are considered to be need and prestige (Durkin 2009: 142–143). Borrowing because 
of need occurs when a new concept is being introduced and it already has a name in the donor 
language but not in the recipient language (e.g. with a new scientific term). Borrowing because of 
prestige occurs when the speaker views that there is more prestige attached to a word from the donor 
language. This is usually the case when the donor language has a particular status in a social or cultural 
situation (e.g. as the language of a politically dominant class). 
Latin can be seen to have been borrowed for both of these reasons. On one hand, the legal concepts 
were new to the recipient languages when the Roman law started to spread across Europe. Latin was 
then the international language of the legal science. Durkin (2009: 143) points out that  
within … [the] scientific register, the boundaries between individual languages as regards lexis may 
be particularly fluid, and the composition of new words is often transparent as the result of the 
use of a shared set of word-forming elements which are for the most part ultimately of Latin and 
Greek origin (…).  
This also applies to legal language. On the other hand, Latin was also deemed prestigious compared to 
the various native languages in Europe, and Latin terms were thus borrowed to express several native 
legal concepts and not just those that derived from the Roman law. 
The impact of Latin on the lexis of English has been huge as many originally French or Latin affixes have 
become productive in English (Durkin 2009: 151). Durkin (2009: 151–152) goes on to state that the 
process of borrowing affixes facilitated further borrowings of more French and Latin lexis, because a 
newly encountered French or Latin word would often be transparent to an English speaker. This has 
led to a situation where it may be impossible to know “whether an English word shows the result of 
word formation within English and just happens to have parallels in French and Latin, or whether it is 
modelled on French and/or Latin words, or whether it is in fact a borrowing from French and/or Latin” 
(Durkin 2009: 152). This, of course, can cause problems in trying to identify Latin legal terms from the 
material of this study, since it can be difficult to judge if a word is English or Latin. This problem will be 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
Loanwords are used fairly often in legal language. One reason, or rather a consequence, is that 
synonymy is a common feature of legal terms (Mattila 2012: 144). Mattila states that this is especially 
true of languages with several layers of language such as English; a legal English concept is often 
expressed by an Anglo-Saxon term, a French term, and a Latin term. This leads to the use of legal 
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doublets (will and testament; terms and conditions; null and void) or triplets (signed, sealed and 
delivered; rest, residue and remainder) (Translegal.com). This use of doublets and triplets is explained 
by the need to ensure understanding of the term but their use is also often questioned since it tends 
to make language redundant and translation more difficult.  
There has been many attempts in various languages to eliminate loanwords from the legal language 
(Mattila 2012: 147). One argument justifying this purging was that a legal language without foreign 
borrowings would be more understandable to citizens. In contrast, supporters of the borrowings 
maintained that established loanwords are often more understandable than their rare native-
equivalents, and that statutes are often aimed at experts and not citizens. This point of view was 
discussed in more detail in Section 2.3. 
The next chapter introduces the material and method of this study.  
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3. Material and Methods  
The next sections introduce in more detail the material, which has been selected to this study, and the 
methods that will be used to analyze it.  
3.1. Material 
The material that was selected to be part of this thesis was chosen based on Mattila's study (2000, 
cited in Mattila 2002d), which revealed that textbooks on private law included Latin the most. 
Therefore, one might assume that if this field is likely to have the most Latin in textbooks, this might 
also be the case when it comes to statutes. Therefore, sixteen Finnish acts and their English translations 
in the field of private law (Fin. siviilioikeus) has been selected to this study. They are available at Finlex, 
an Internet service on legal information owned by the Finnish Ministry of Justice. The acts have been 
listed in Table 1 below according to their subfields:  
 Table 1. Acts included in the study (categorized by their subfields) and their lengths (in 
words). 
 Finnish English 
Family law and law of inheritance (Fin. perhe- 
ja jäämistöoikeus):     
234/1929 Marriage Act (Avioliittolaki)  8,204 12,509 
700/1975 Paternity Act (Isyyslaki) 3,974 5,075 
153/1985 Adoption Act (Laki 
lapseksiottamisesta) 2,953 5,259 
361/1983 Act on Child Custody and Right                                           
of Access (Laki lapsen huollosta ja 
tapaamisoikeudesta) 4,767 7,102 
417/2007 Child Welfare Act 
(Lastensuojelulaki) 13,260 18,805 
40/1965 Code of Inheritance (Perintökaari) 13,653 21,842 
Law concerning persons (Fin. henkilöoikeus):     
359/2003 Nationality Act (Kansalaisuuslaki) 6,393 9,113 
442/1999 Guardianship Services Act (Laki 
holhoustoimesta) 9,575 11,383 
21/2004 Non-Discrimination Act 
(Yhdenvertaisuuslaki) 1,396 2,200 
523/1999 Personal Data Act 
(Henkilötietolaki) 4,824 8,446 
Law of property (Fin. varallisuusoikeus):     
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The acts were chosen according to a list of statutes belonging to the field of private law. The list can 
be found on the webpage of a Finnish legal information service Edilex. Each of the subfields above (i.e. 
family law and law of inheritance, law concerning persons etc.) were further divided into more detailed 
topics (e.g. family law was divided into marriage and registered partnership, paternity, adoption, child 
custody, child support, children’s rights, and international family relations). The first act under each of 
these topics was chosen if it was translated. Some important acts (e.g. 3/1734 Kauppakaari) had to be 
left out of the study, since they have not been translated into English. 
The statutes vary in length. Table 1 also shows the length of each statute in words, and as can be seen, 
the length varies from approximately 2,200 to almost 29,000 English words. The English acts contain 
more words than the Finnish both due to the inherent differences of the languages (e.g. the tendency 
in the Finnish language to use compounds rather than separate words and cases instead of 
prepositions) and the fact that the Finnish terms that do not exist in English have to be explained or 
rephrased (e.g. selvennyslainhuuto is pro forma registration of title). 
Some of the Finnish acts included have been revoked and replaced with a new version of the act for 
example due to the outdated information the previous one contained. For example, the 153/1985 Laki 
lapseksiottamisesta (Adoption Act) has now been revoked and replaced by the 22/2012 Adoptiolaki. 
The new act is almost twice as long as the older one. Since the English translation is based on the older 
act, I have compared it to the older Finnish act so that they contain the same information and equal 
number of sections. This method is used with all acts included in this study, if there were incongruities 
with the English and Finnish versions of the act. However, even if the Finnish acts (i.e. the source texts 
for the translations) are still in force, they often include amendments made over the years, which may 
not be included in the translations. The translations only include those amendments that were already 
481/1995 Act on Residential Leases (Laki 
asuinhuoneiston vuokrauksesta) 7,996 13,256 
355/1987 Sale of Goods Act (Kauppalaki) 5,253 8,429 
843/1994 Housing Transactions Act 
(Asuntokauppalaki) 13,415 16,397 
540/1995 Code of Real Estate (Maakaari) 13,664 18,795 
Consumer protection (Fin. kuluttajansuoja)     
38/1978 Consumer Protection Act 
(Kuluttajansuojalaki) 21,779 28,798 
Tort law (Fin. vahingonkorvausoikeus):      
412/1974 Tort Liability Act 
(Vahingonkorvauslaki) 2,069 2,467 
Total 133,175 189,876 
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made when the translating began, since the translations are not updated. Hence, some acts do not 
include the same number of sections, since the amendments may have added more sections or 
removed some of old ones from the act. Therefore, for example, the Marriage Act in Finnish includes 
only 116 sections whereas the English translation includes 142 sections.  
3.2. Methods 
The study focuses on Latin words and phrases found in the English translations of Finnish acts in the 
field of private law, such as causa (Eng. legal basis, Fin. oikeusperuste) or bona fides (Eng. good faith, 
Fin. vilpitön mieli). All possible abbreviations of Latin origin, such as e.g. (exempli gratia), ibid. (ibidem), 
v. (versus) or etc. (et cetera) will be noted, but placed on their own category due to their frequent use 
in the English language. All possible Latin words which are not used as legal terms, but rather as 
adverbials (e.g. inter alia, per se), will be listed with the legal Latin words and phrases, since these 
adverbials tend to be used more in legal language than in everyday language. 
In this study, only actual lexical borrowings (i.e. loanwords) of Latin words and phrases are considered 
to be Latin. That is, words of Latin origin which have been nativized to suit some other language for 
example with different word endings (e.g. Fin. ingressi vs. Lat. ingressus; Fin. pensumi vs. Lat. pensum 
(Mattila 2002d: 74)) will be left out of the study due to their frequent use. According to Tiersma (2012: 
16), the practice of changing word endings is quite common in the Romance languages: Delictum may 
become delict or delicto or delitto. As for the English language, the data included many words of Latin 
origin, but they ended differently: Eng. arbitration vs. Lat. arbitratio, Eng. stipulation vs. Lat. stipulatio, 
Eng. cessation vs. Lat. cessatio, Eng. jurisdiction vs. Lat. iurisdictio, etc. These were all excluded from 
the study as they are not lexical borrowings in the strict sense of the word. 
On the other hand, the nature of the English language allows easier incorporation of Latin words into 
sentences than for example Finnish does (as Finnish words inflect for cases). Then again, the English 
language includes hundreds of words derived from Latin (e.g. adjacent, frustrate, inferior, subscribe; 
Haigh 2003: 13), which may prove problematic when trying to separate lexical borrowings from English 
words derived from Latin. For example, the word administer is both English and Latin, but the English 
verb derives from the Latin verb administrare (Online Etymology Dictionary) and not from the Latin 
noun administer. Hence, administer is not treated as a lexical borrowing in the strict sense used in this 
study, since the English word has been modified (i.e. from administrare to administer). To prevent 
confusing them, the texts was carefully read and in case there were some unclear words, they were 
categorized based on English and Latin dictionaries and etymology databases. For Latin, the online 
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dictionary of Latdict was used due to its easy use and access. For checking the etymologies of the 
English words to see if they derive from Latin, the Online Etymology Dictionary (Etymonline) was used. 
To complement each function (i.e. definitions and etymologies), the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) 
was used to check either an English definition for a Latin word or phrase or then to check the etymology 
of a word. 
Other cases similar to administer were vital, alter, capital, genuine and negative. The English word vital 
derives from Latin vitalis (‘of or belonging to life’), not from the Latin word vital (‘grave clothes; vital 
parts, indispensable body parts (pl.)’). Similarly, alter comes from Latin alterare (‘to change’), not alter 
(‘former/latter; one (of two); second/another’); capital from capitalis (‘of the head’), not capital 
(‘capital crime/punishment; priestess headband’); genuine from genuinus (‘native, natural, innate’), 
not genuine (‘truly’); and negative from negativus (‘that which denies’), not negative (‘negatively’). 
Hence, all of these and other similar cases were excluded from the study. 
Another problem was the fact that it is almost impossible to identify non-loanwords (Haspelmath 2009: 
38; Haspelmath & Tadmor 2009b: 13). That is, although English has borrowed words from Latin, it may 
be that the Latin words have themselves been borrowed from some other language (e.g. Greek). 
Therefore, it may be difficult to judge whether the English word is a borrowing from Latin or Greek. 
The principle that was followed here was that if the English word that was found in the data appeared 
in the Latin dictionary and was identified in etymology dictionary as deriving from Latin (and perhaps 
ultimately from Greek), then the word was included in the study as deriving from Latin. A good example 
of this is the word criterion/criteria: in addition to appearing in the Latin dictionary, the etymology of 
the word is “from Latinized form of Greek criterion” (Etymonline). Similarly, if the etymology dictionary 
states that a word is derived from French and/or from Latin (and the English and Latin words are 
spelled exactly the same), the word is treated as Latin in this study. An example of this is the word 
interior, which derives from Middle French intérieur and directly from Latin interior (Etymonline). 
Some of the words found in the data may belong to a different word class in Latin than in English, but 
this fact has been ignored in this study. As Haspelmath (2009: 40) states, the original meaning of the 
Latin word or phrase may have been very different from today's meaning since languages and legal 
concepts evolve constantly. Hence, it is common that the word classes change after the borrowing as 
new uses and meanings for the word are developed. A good example is the word affidavit, which is a 
verb in Latin (third person singular perfective of affidare, ‘to pledge faith’) and it is used as a noun in 
English (‘a written statement, formally confirmed by oath or affirmation, for use as evidence in court, 
or in support of certain applications’ (OED)). 
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As already stated, Balteiro and Campos-Pardillos (2010) have studied the use of Latinisms in American 
English and Spanish court opinions. They also faced the problem of trying to decide which expressions 
should be included and which rejected, “because, ultimately, a great many words in legal language are 
of Latin origin, and the degrees of integration and evolution vary” (Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 2010: 
7).  
Some are fully integrated, such as probation, and would not be eligible for this type of study, and 
some are clearly not fully integrated, such as per impossibile (‘as impossible’), but there is an 
enormous variety of intermediate examples which are more or less grammatically integrated into 
English or Spanish. In this case, we have deliberately left out those expressions which, although 
apparently still Latin, fully behave as belonging to the English or Spanish languages. Thus, for 
instance, subpoena has not been included as a Latinism in this study, since its plural (as used in the 
corpus) is subpoenas, that is, its morphology has been adapted to the English language. In contrast, 
indicium (‘indication’) has been included in our data, because the plural appearing in the corpus is 
indicia. (Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 2010: 7) 
Hence, the same approach will be used in this study, as it seems to be a rather clear method of choosing 
the words which will be included. Hence, if an otherwise Latin word takes an English inflection (e.g. 
plural -(e)s, past tense -ed etc.) the word is not included in the list. Naturally, it is possible that the use 
of inflections (e.g. English plural subpoenas vs. Latin plural subpoenae) depends on the writer or the 
text in question, since the inflections may not have been yet established across all registers. The writer 
may also consciously choose to use Latin inflections as a means of giving their text more prestige. 
However, since statutes are normally written according to strict guidelines, it is unlikely that the writer 
decides not to follow the established inflections. 
Relating to this, if an originally Latin word takes an English inflection in one act, it is treated as an 
English word in relation to the act in question, but if the same word takes a Latin inflection (or there is 
no sample of inflections available) in some other act, it will be treated as Latin in that act. For example, 
if the word promissor has the English plural inflection (i.e. promissors) in one act, but a Latin plural 
inflection (i.e. promissores) in another act, then the word promissor is treated as Latin only in regard 
of the latter act. The same is true when the latter act does not include any samples of inflections when 
it comes to the word promissor (i.e. if the word only appears in singular).  
Balteiro and Campos-Pardillos (2010: 7) also created separate categories for 'full expressions' (words, 
phrases and sentences), and for textual reference devices (e.g. supra, 'above') and abbreviations (v for 
versus, 'against'). As stated before, possible Latin abbreviations are placed in a separate category in 
this study due to their frequent use in the English language. However, textual reference devices are 
included in the actual list of Latin words and phrases as long as they are full words.  
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The study makes use of a quantitative approach, that is, the Latin words and phrases are counted from 
the Finnish and English acts. The initial idea was to make use of Microsoft Word, which would underline 
words that are not Finnish or English and hence find the foreign words (including Latin) used in the 
translations. However, this method quickly proved unreliable, since some Latin phrases (e.g. inter alia) 
are rather frequently used in the English language and hence programmed to be part of the English 
vocabulary of Word. Thus, the method had to be adjusted so that I myself read each act thoroughly 
and listed each Latin word used. This method has its disadvantages such as the risk of missing some 
Latin words, so the acts were checked once more when the list of Latin words was finished after the 
first read. This checking was carried out by using Word’s function of finding words in the file. For 
example, if one act included a word creditor and was put to the list during the first read, the other acts 
were then checked to see if they included the same word (missed during the first read). During this 
checking, three missed words were found (but no new words were found). Other disadvantage, closely 
related to the first one, is that some Latin words may be missed altogether, since their recognition 
relies solely on my knowledge of Latin words. However, having studied Latin for six courses at high 
school, I believe I spotted most of the Latin words from the texts. 
When the list of Latin words was compiled, the occurrences of Latin in the English translations were 
compared to the Finnish versions of the act and then briefly analyzed qualitatively: possible reasons 
for the use of Latin words are discussed shortly, as well as whether this use is in accordance with the 
guidelines on readability given by the Ministry of Justice. Since the number of Latin words or phrases 
as assumed (and proved) to be few, no statistical analysis methods were used. Because the number of 
Latin words was low compared to the number of all words, the statistical results would have been 
unreliable. 
The next chapter will present the analysis of the material and the results of this study. 
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4. Analysis and results 
This chapter focuses on analyzing the material and presenting the results of this study. First, all Latin 
words and phrases found in the acts are introduced. After that, selected phrases will be analyzed in 
more detail. 
4.1.   All Latin words and phrases found in the sixteen acts 
The sixteen Finnish acts included only one Latin word (i.e. adoptio), which has been used in the Finnish 
language for such a long time that it can also be regarded as Finnish. However, since it is also Latin and 
no inflections were used, it was included in the results. In contrast, the translations of the sixteen acts 
included 44 different Latin words or phrases:  
administrator 
affidavit  
agenda 
alcohol 
asylum 
audio  
basis/bases 
competitor 
consensus 
contractor 
creditor  
criteria/criterion 
datum/data 
de facto  
distributor 
error 
ex officio 
executor 
factor 
index  
inter alia 
inter 
interim 
interior 
juvenile 
lis pendens 
major  
maximum 
media  
minor  
monitor  
moratorium   
per 
possessor 
post facto 
prior 
pro forma 
promissor 
quantum 
ratio 
senior 
status 
testator 
translator 
video 
 
 
As can be seen in the list, the majority of these words could also be seen as being English (here called 
“Latin-English” words to distinguish them from “actual” Latin words which have not been integrated 
into the English language to the same extent as the other words). However, although most modern 
English speakers would likely perceive that these words are very much English, they are also Latin. 
Their etymologies have been checked from etymology dictionaries. The meanings of the Latin words 
and phrases as well as the etymologies for the English words can be found in Appendix 1. The English 
definitions are only given to the six actual Latin phrases (i.e. those which are still perceived to be more 
Latin than English, according to the Online Etymology Dictionary), since most English speakers will 
likely understand the English meanings of the Latin-English words as they are widely used in everyday 
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language. As can be noted, no abbreviations were found in the data, so there was no need to create a 
separate category for them. 
There are only six phrases that are clearly Latin and not English: de facto, ex officio, inter alia, lis 
pendens, post facto and pro forma. Each of these appeared in the data only once, except for pro forma, 
which appeared three times in one act. Thus, the share of actual Latin words is very low (1 in roughly 
24,000 words) when compared to the total number of words in all acts (189,876). Only 13.6 percent 
of all Latin words were actual Latin. 
It is noteworthy that there were nearly as many French phrases in the data as there were Latin phrases. 
There were three different French phrases (ordre public, Eng. ‘public policy’, Fin. ‘oikeusjärjestys’; force 
majeure, Eng. ‘Act of God’, Fin. ‘ylivoimainen este’; and vis-à-vis, Eng. ‘in relation to’, Fin. ‘suhteessa 
jhk’) and they were used seven times in the data. 
Appendix 2 shows a list of all Latin words and phrases as they were included in each act in the data. 
Actual Latin phrases were used most in the Code of Real Estate and the Guardianship Services Act, 
which both included two different Latin phrases. The remaining two Latin phrases were used in the 
Non-Discrimination Act and the Act on Residential Leases. The act that included different Latin (or, 
rather, Latin-English) words the most was the Consumer Protection Act (19 different Latin words), 
while Tort Liability Act and Paternity Act both included only three different Latin words. 
The total number of occurrences of Latin-English words and phrases can be seen in Table 2, which 
shows the number of times each of these words or phrases were used in each act and the percentage 
of these Latin words in the whole data. 
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Table 2. Number of times each word or phrase was used in each act and the percentage of Latin 
words in the whole data 
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administrator               3             1   4 
affidavit           2                     2 
agenda                         1       1 
alcohol         3                       3 
asylum             2                   2 
audio                             1   1 
basis/bases 6 10   2 16 13 16 9 2 13 9 2 10 16 50 2 176 
competitor                             6   6 
consensus 1                               1 
contractor         1                   194   195 
creditor                   3     2   43   48 
criterion/criteria 1           1 1 2 2     3 1 2   13 
datum/data         1   2 5   451       2     461 
de facto                 1               1 
distributor 4             3                 7 
error                   2   1 1   1 8 13 
ex officio                     1           1 
executor           20             1       21 
factor                   1         1   2 
index                   1 1           2 
inter alia               1                 1 
inter     13                           13 
interim 3     18   2   5         2   4   34 
interior             2 1 1               4 
juvenile             1                   1 
lis pendens                           1     1 
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major                     2           2 
maximum     1 1 10 2 3   2   1   3 1 6   30 
medium/media                   1             1 
minor 1 7 7   2   1 35     2   1 3 2   61 
monitor         2               1       3 
moratorium           1                     1 
per         4 1         1   7   8   21 
possessor                           1     1 
post facto               1                 1 
prior 11   1 1             2 2 3 24 18   62 
pro forma                           3     3 
promissor                             1   1 
quantum               1                 1 
ratio                       2   1     3 
senior                           4     4 
status   1   1 6 6 14 3 1 3 2   1 6 1 4 49 
testator           25   1                 26 
translator                             1   1 
video                             1   1 
total 27 18 22 23 45 72 42 69 9 477 21 7 36 63 341 14  1,286 
percentage of 
Latin 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.4 5.6 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.2 0.6  0.6 
 
As can be seen, the acts that included most Latin were Personal Data Act (477 instances), Consumer 
Protection Act (341), Code of Inheritance (72) and Guardianship Services Act (69), when looking only 
at the number of Latin words. When we take into account the number of words in the acts and look at 
the percentages of Latin words compared to English words, we can see that the result is almost the 
same: Personal Data Act (5.6% of words are Latin), Consumer Protection Act (1.2%), Guardianship 
Services Act (0.6%) and Tort Liability Act (0.6%) included most Latin in relation to their length.  
The fact that Personal Data Act includes over 5 per cent Latin is due to the large number of the word 
data that appears 451 times in the act. There are only 10 occurrences of other Latin words in the act, 
so clearly this act would not be on top of the list if we were to disregard the word data. Similarly, 
Consumer Protection Act includes 194 instances of the word contractor, which is 57% of the total 
number of Latin words included in the act. The reason for such high numbers is that both data and 
contractor refer to the  
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As already stated, there were 44 different Latin words used in the data. These were used 1,286 times, 
which is 0.7% of the number of all words in the acts. 
When we look at the words that are most frequently used (datum/data, contractor, basis, prior, 
minor), we can see that all of them are rather common English words that are often used in other 
English texts as well as in statutes, and most of them were also included in more than one statute in 
this study. Hence, most of these words (the so-called Latin-English words) cannot be said to be 
exclusively used in statutes or even in all legal texts; rather, they are in common use across most 
registers and fields.  
Although there were only six words/phrases that were clearly Latin, the group of Latin-English words 
can be seen as a continuum in which the words are Latin in different degrees. Some of the words are 
used in everyday English (and often with English inflections), whereas some of them take Latin plural 
inflections. Some of the words may be only used in legal contexts. Hence, the Latin-English words will 
be briefly looked at in the next section, but they will not be analyzed in detail. However, the six actual 
Latin words found in the acts will be analyzed in Section 4.3. 
4.2.  Analysis of the Latin-English words found in the data 
The previous section included quantitative analysis of the found Latin words. In this section, the Latin-
English words are analyzed in more detail. As mentioned, the data included 38 different Latin-English 
words. They differ in terms of integration, so they have been integrated into the English language to 
different degrees.  Some words still take Latin inflections and hence can be regarded as more Latin 
than the words that usually take English inflections. As stated in the Methods section, the words that 
have been included in the data as Latin in this study have been selected on the basis of the word taking 
Latin inflections rather than English inflections (i.e. the plural inflections), but many words were only 
used in singular in the data and hence there was no way to know whether the word was used as English 
or Latin (as the word form is the same in Latin and English). Thus, these singular occurrences were 
included in the data. The samples of both cases (singular and plural Latin inflections) in the data were: 
criterion/criteria (both singular and plural were used in the data), datum/data, media (only plural used; 
singular is medium) and moratorium (only singular used; plural would regularly be moratoria). Other 
words tend to take English inflections. 
Another aspect that may affect the degree of integration is the fact that some Latin words have in fact 
been borrowed to Latin from another language (Greek). The word criterion/criteria has been borrowed 
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to Latin from Greek kriterion (‘means for judging, standard’). However, this is the only word in this data 
that was reported to have been borrowed from Greek, so this point does not affect the degree of 
integration much in this study. 
However, one important aspect that affects the degree of integration is register. Most of the Latin-
English words are often used in many different registers (and/or in everyday language), but the use of 
some of the words has been restricted to the legal field. The material of this study includes many Latin 
words, which have become a part of the English everyday vocabulary, to the extent that most English-
speakers not only recognize these words, but they also tend to use them regularly. These words are 
nowadays so common that the speakers may not even know that they are of Latin origin. These words 
are usually used across different registers, from standard language to scientific registers.   
On the other hand, the data also includes words that are used mostly in academic registers, but not 
that often in standard language. Finally, some words are unique to one specific academic field, namely, 
the legal field. 
The frequency and the occurrence of the Latin words found in the material was studied in order to find 
out which of the words are used in standard and academic registers and which are solely used in 
academic languages. The study was carried out by making use of the British National Corpus (BNC). 
The frequency of each word was checked from newspapers (9,412,174 words and 486 texts in total) 
and academic prose (15,778,028 words and 497 texts in total). Based on the number of occurrences, 
the words were placed on a continuum, ranging from standard language words to academic words to 
legal words. The following lists demonstrate the number of occurrences of the Latin words. 
First, here are the occurrences of each Latin word in the newspapers included in the BNC:  
8227 per  
4737 major 
1850 senior 
1017 video 
695 media 
681 basis  
605 status 
485 index  
441 maximum 
437 minor 
403 factor 
363 alcohol 
328 agenda 
286 interim 
256 error 
247 data  
201 prior  
182 monitor 
162 interior 
120 consensus 
110 juvenile 
108 asylum 
99 criteria (criterion) 
79 administrator 
77 contractor 
76 competitor 
64 inter  
52 ratio  
47 distributor 
32 affidavit 
32 audio  
17moratorium 
17 translator  
12 de facto  
10 creditor 
8 quantum  
6 possessor  
5 executor  
3 inter alia 
3 pro forma  
0 ex officio  
0 lis pendens  
0 post facto  
0 promissor 
0 testator 
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The more there are occurrences, the more frequent the word is in standard language. The words in 
the end of the list are thus less used in standard, everyday language, and can be seen to belong to the 
academic fields. Based on this, the words can be placed on a continuum. Figure 1 shows the words on 
a continuum, divided roughly based on the number of occurrences. 
Figure 1. Latin words occurring in newspapers, placed on a continuum ranging from standard language to a 
specific academic field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, when these words were searched from texts belonging to the field of academic prose (which 
includes texts in the fields of humanities and arts; medicine; natural sciences; politics, law and 
education; social sciences; technical science and engineering), the results were a little different: 
10987 per 
7311 data (datum) 
5820 major 
4660 basis 
3206 status 
2378 factor 
1604 criteria (criterion) 
1568 media 
1312 prior 
1256 minor 
1199 index 
1159 ratio 
1147 senior 
1137 maximum 
852 error 
714 consensus 
642 alcohol 
461 creditor 
431 interim 
385 agenda 
333 monitor 
282 inter 
282 testator 
282 video 
241 interior 
200 inter alia 
170 juvenile 
155 affidavit 
138 administrator 
134 quantum 
99 competitor 
98 contractor 
91 de facto 
79 translator 
41 executor 
36 asylum 
32 possessor 
30 audio 
27 distributor 
16 ex officio 
14 moratorium 
14 pro forma 
1 post facto 
0 lis pendens 
0 promissor 
 
 
standard common academic rare academic 
per, major, 
senior, video 
 media, basis, status, 
index, maximum, 
minor, factor 
alcohol, agenda, 
interim, error, 
data, prior 
monitor, interior, 
consensus, juvenile, 
asylum, criteria (criterion), 
administrator, contractor, 
competitor, inter, ratio 
distributor, 
affidavit, audio, 
moratorium, 
translator, de 
facto, creditor 
quantum, 
possessor, 
executor 
specific academic 
field (legal) 
inter alia, pro 
forma, ex 
officio, lis 
pendens, post 
facto, 
promissor, 
testator
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The more there are occurrences, the more the word is used across different academic fields. Similarly, 
the less there are occurrences, the more likely it is that the word is used solely in one academic field 
(i.e. in the legal field in this context). With these results, the continuum would look like the following:  
Figure 2. Latin words occurring in academic prose, placed on a continuum ranging from common academic 
language to legal field 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As can be seen, the results differ quite a lot depending whether the words are searched from 
newspapers or academic prose. However, the “legal end” of the continua share five words/phrases: 
pro forma, ex officio, lis pendens, post facto and promissor. Therefore, one can conclude that these 
five words tend to be used only in the legal field.  
However, one must point out that these results are not in any means exact or precise. For example, 
the lists (or number of occurrences) suggest that audio is a fairly rare word in academic texts, when in 
fact most English-speaking people use this word regularly. The same is true of for example translator. 
These words just happen to be used quite rarely in the texts that are included in the corpus in question. 
The next section introduces the analysis of the six actual Latin phrases. 
4.3. Analysis of the six actual Latin phrases found in the data 
This sections attempts to briefly analyze the reasons behind using the six Latin phrases found in the 
data, namely de facto, ex officio, inter alia, lis pendens, post facto and pro forma. This is done by finding 
out if there are some other possible, non-Latin translations for the Finnish words.  
First, the Latin phrases will be analyzed word by word (and the meanings and word classes of the words 
are given). The word class(es) as well as the meaning of the phrase as used in English is given after 
that. In addition, the etymology for the phrase (as it is used in English) will be given. Second, the 
common academic rare academic 
legal 
per, data (datum), 
major, basis, status, 
factor, criteria 
(criterion), media, 
prior, minor, index, 
ratio, senior, 
maximum 
error, consensus, 
alcohol, creditor, 
interim, agenda, 
monitor 
inter, testator, 
video, interior, inter 
alia, juvenile, 
affidavit, 
administrator, 
quantum 
 
competitor, 
contractor, de 
facto, translator, 
executor, asylum, 
possessor, audio, 
distributor 
ex officio, 
moratorium, pro 
forma, post 
facto, lis 
pendens, 
promissor
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phrases will be presented in the context where they appeared in the acts, and the equivalent Finnish 
parts will be laid out. Third, other possible, non-Latin translations for the Finnish words are searched 
in a Finnish legal dictionary (and Finnish-English dictionary if the Finnish word is not legal-technical). If 
the dictionaries give alternative translations, the relevant ones will be analyzed to see whether the 
Latin or English words are used more often in similar contexts in the British English. This is done by a 
Google search in which the Latin words and alternative translations (together with a word from the 
context to limit the number of hits) are searched from American and British websites. Other 
translations are also searched in the material, i.e. the acts. This is carried out by checking if the Finnish 
words occur somewhere else in the texts to see if it has been translated using other words or phrases 
(i.e. English rather than Latin). 
After all the analyses, the Latin vs. other possible translations will be briefly looked at from the point 
of view of readability. 
4.3.1. Analysis of de facto 
De facto is a Latin phrase consisting of the preposition de (‘about, of, concerning’) and noun facto 
(ablative case of factum ‘fact, deed, act’) (Latdict). It is used in English as an adverb or adjective and 
means ‘in fact, in reality, in actual existence, force, or possession, as a matter of fact’, or ‘actual, 
actually existing’ (OED). Etymonline gives the phrase the following etymology: Latin, literally ‘in fact, 
in reality,’ thus, ‘existing, but not necessarily legally ordained;’ from facto, ablative of factum ‘deed, 
act’.  
The phrase is used in the Non-Discrimination Act in the following context:  
Discrimination means … the deliberate or de facto infringement of the dignity and integrity of a 
person or group of people by the creation of a [sic] intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or 
offensive environment (harassment); and … (21/2004 Non-Discrimination Act, section 6) 
The same in Finnish is as follows:  
Syrjinnällä tarkoitetaan … henkilön tai ihmisryhmän arvon ja koskemattomuuden tarkoituksellista 
tai tosiasiallista loukkaamista siten, että luodaan uhkaava, vihamielinen, halventava, nöyryyttävä 
tai hyökkäävä ilmapiiri (häirintä) … (21/2004 Yhdenvertaisuuslaki, section 6) 
 
A Finnish legal dictionary (MOT WSOY Lakikielen sanakirja) gives four additional translations for 
tosiasiallinen: factual, real, virtual, and actual. I researched these alternatives by using Google’s 
advanced settings: one can choose if they want to do the search from the webpages of specific 
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countries and/or languages, so that results will not be shown for example from Finnish websites where 
English is used. This function helps to narrow the search into pages that are written in native English. 
Hence, I searched for hits of these alternative translations together with the word infringement from 
British and American English websites to see which of these translations was used most often in this 
context.  
De facto infringement produced 46 hits from British websites and 744 from American websites. Factual 
infringement produced 5 or 273 hits, real infringement 696 or 2,380 hits, virtual infringement 59 or 
307 hits, and actual infringement 5,760 or 48,000 hits, respectively. Based on these results, it seems 
that the British and Americans use actual most in this context, but of course some of these hits show 
that the meaning of the word is not precisely the same as in the context used here. For example, one 
of the hits was alleged or actual infringement, where actual appears to be used as an antonym to 
alleged, i.e. something that has actually happened (without a doubt). In contrast, the meaning of de 
facto is slightly different: “the court will treat as a fact authority being exercised or an entity acting as 
if it had authority, even though the legal requirements have not been met” (The Legal Dictionary). Here 
the antonym would be de jure ‘lawful, authorized’. Then again, some of the hits seemed to use the 
word similarly (e.g. a defendant who knew or should have known that his actions would induce actual 
infringement).  
The remaining three possible translations (i.e. factual, virtual or real) were either rarely used or then 
the meaning was not the same as here (e.g. imaginary/real infringement, where the meaning of real 
seems to be ‘not imaginary’ rather than ‘factual, deriving from facts’). Therefore, it would seem that 
the two most relevant or precise translations in this context would be actual or de facto.  
In addition to de facto, the acts in the data included other translations for the Finnish word 
tosiasiallinen. The word and its translations were searched in all of the acts included in the data. The 
majority of the translations for tosiasiallinen were actual, but there were two exceptions.  
One translation for tosiasiallinen was by practice. Here is the whole sentence:  
Avioliitto, joka on solmittu vieraassa valtiossa kihlakumppanin kuoltua tai ilman, että 
kihlakumppani oli vihittäessä henkilökohtaisesti saapuvilla, taikka joka on tullut solmituksi vain 
tosiasiallisin toimenpitein ilman vihkimistä tai muuta menettelyä, on Suomessa pätevä ainoastaan, 
jos: ... (234/1929 Avioliittolaki, section 116) 
This was translated in English as:  
A marriage that has been concluded in a foreign state after the death of one engaged person or 
without one engaged person being present in person at the conclusion of the marriage, or that has 
been concluded merely by practice and without a ceremony or other formality, shall be valid in 
Finland only if: … (234/1929 Marriage Act, section 116) 
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The second translation was genuine. Here is the Finnish context:  
Tällä lailla ei estetä sellaisia erityistoimenpiteitä, joiden tavoitteena on tosiasiallisen 
yhdenvertaisuuden saavuttaminen 6 §:n 1 momentissa tarkoitetusta syrjinnästä johtuvien 
haittojen ehkäisemiseksi tai lievittämiseksi (positiivinen erityiskohtelu). (21/2004 
Yhdenvertaisuuslaki, section 7) 
The same in English is:  
This Act does not prevent specific measures aimed at the achievement of genuine equality in order 
to prevent or reduce the disadvantages caused by the types of discrimination referred to in section 
6 (1) (positive discrimination). (21/2004 Non-Discrimination Act, section 7) 
This suggests that there are at least three possible translations that can be used in addition to de 
facto: actual, by practice and genuine, depending on the context of the original Finnish word. 
4.3.2. Analysis of ex officio 
Ex officio is a Latin phrase consisting of the preposition ex (‘out of; from’) and noun officio (ablative 
case of officium ‘duty, obligation; kindness; service, office’) (Latdict). It is used in English as an adverb 
or adjective and it means ‘in discharge of one's duty, in virtue of one's office; spec. designating a 
particular type of oath or legal suit’ (OED). Etymonline gives it the following etymology: Latin, ‘in 
discharge of one's duties,’ literally ‘out of duty,’ from ex ‘out of’ + officio, ablative of officium ‘duty’.  
The phrase is used in the Act on Residential Leases in the following context:  
If the court decides to reduce the rent, it shall take into account the grounds for the rent reduction 
and other relevant considerations, and decide ex officio whether the lessor must return all or part 
of the rent paid. (481/1995 Act on Residential Leases, section 31) 
The same in Finnish is as follows:  
Jos tuomioistuin päättää alentaa vuokraa, sen tulee huomioon ottaen vuokran alentamisen 
perusteet ja muut asiassa ilmenneet seikat viran puolesta samalla määrätä, onko vuokranantajan 
palautettava perimäänsä vuokraa. (481/1995 Laki asuinhuoneiston vuokrauksesta, section 31) 
According to a Finnish legal dictionary (WSOY Lakikielen sanakirja), ex officio (or abbreviation e. o.) is 
the only translation used for viran puolesta. In OED, the definition for ex officio is ‘in virtue of one's 
office’ or ‘in discharge of one's duty’, and no other alternative phrases or terms are given. A Google 
search showed that decide ex officio was used 2,730 times on American websites and 84 times on 
British websites, hence it seems a justified translation to be used for the Finnish phrase. 
In addition to ex officio, the acts in the data included two other translations for the Finnish phrase viran 
puolesta. The phrase and its translations were searched in all of the acts included in the data, and two 
alternatives for ex officio were found: by virtue of office and on its own initiative.  
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Here is the Finnish context for the first phrase:  
Väliaikainen turvaamistoimi on lapsen huoltoa ja tapaamisoikeutta koskevan päätöksen 
täytäntöönpanosta annetun lain 25 §:n 3 momentin mukaisesti heti viran puolesta saatettava 
tuomioistuimen käsiteltäväksi. (361/1983 Laki lapsen huollosta ja tapaamisoikeudesta, section 48) 
And the same in English is:  
An interim measure must immediately be brought to the court for consideration, by virtue of 
office, as provided in section 25(3) of the Act on the enforcement of decisions on child custody 
and right of access. (361/1983Act on Child Custody and Right of Access, section 48) 
The second context is as follows:  
Tuomioistuimen on viran puolesta ilmoitettava valtiolle, kun vireille on tullut sellainen kiinteistön 
omistusoikeutta koskeva riita, jonka seurauksena valtio voi 6 §:n nojalla joutua 
vahingonkorvausvastuuseen. (540/1995 Maakaari, part 3, chapter 13, section 8) 
 
And its English translation:  
The court shall on its own initiative notify the State when a case relating to title to real estate has 
become pending and may result in the State being held liable for compensation by virtue of section 
6. (540/1995 Code of Real Estate, part 3, chapter 13, section 8) 
Hence, at least three alternative translations for viran puolesta are used in the translation of Finnish 
acts: ex officio, by virtue of office and on its own initiative, depending on the context. 
4.3.3. Analysis of inter alia 
Inter alia is a Latin phrase consisting of the preposition inter (‘between, among; during’) and adjective 
alia (‘different, changed; other, another’) (Latdict). It is used in English as an adverb and it means 
‘amongst other things (less usually inter alios, amongst others, other persons)’ (OED). Etymonline gives 
it the following etymology: Latin, literally ‘amongst other things’, from inter ‘among, between’.  
The phrase is used in the Guardianship Services Act in the following context:  
In the assessment of suitability, inter alia the skill and experience of the nominee and the nature 
and extent of the task shall be taken into account. (442/1999 Guardianship Services Act, section 
5). 
The same in Finnish is as follows:  
Sopivuutta arvioitaessa on muun ohella otettava huomioon edunvalvojaksi esitetyn taito ja 
kokemus sekä tehtävän laatu ja laajuus. (442/1999 Laki holhoustoimesta, section 5). 
Muun ohella is not included in the Finnish legal dictionary (MOT WSOY Lakikielen sanakirja) or the MOT 
Finnish-English dictionary, but the similar expression muun muassa appears in the latter. The 
dictionary gives two additional translations: including and amongst other things. Including is not a good 
translation in this context, because the structure of the sentence should be changed considerably to 
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accommodate the word, and hence only the two translations remain. Since there are no accompanying 
words to do a Google search with, I searched inter alia and amongst other things from the British 
legislation website. The former produced 738 hits and the latter 2,710 hits. Hence, both phrases are 
used in British legislation. A quick browse did not reveal any differences in the contexts where these 
phrases were used.  
Muun ohella did not appear but once in the data and hence there were no other alternative 
translations for it in the data. 
4.3.4. Analysis of lis pendens 
Lis pendens is a Latin phrase consisting of the noun lis (‘lawsuit; quarrel’) and present participle of the 
verb pendere (‘pay, pay out; weight out’) (Latdict). It is used in English as a noun phrase and it means 
‘a pending legal action;’ also ‘a formal notice of pending litigation’ (OED). Etymonline and OED give it 
the following etymology: from Latin lis ‘quarrel, dispute’, pendens present participle of pendere ‘to 
hang’. 
The phrase is used in the Code of Real Estate in the following context (title):  
Section 3 — Lis Pendens (540/1995 Code of Real Estate, chapter 6, section 3) 
(1) A registration becomes pending when the application has been presented or 
delivered to the competent register authority. 
The same in Finnish is as follows:  
3 §  Vireilletulo (540/1995 Maakaari, chapter 6, section 3).  
Kirjaamisasia tulee vireille, kun hakemus on esitetty tai toimitettu kirjaamisviranomaiselle. 
(13.12.2013/922) 
According to a Finnish legal dictionary (MOT WSOY Lakikielen sanakirja), vireilletulo has only one 
translation: beginning of lis pendens. In addition, the OED gives this term the definition of ‘a pending 
legal action; also, a formal notice of pending litigation’, which could also be used as an alternative, but 
it is rather long and it was not used in the British legislation. Since there is no accompanying words for 
the phrase, I searched lis pendens from the British legislation website. The phrase was used 64 times, 
so it seems to be used in British legislation and thus it is a justified translation for the Finnish word. 
Most of these hits appeared in the same context as in the data of this study (i.e. as titles). 
The data included many alternative translations for the Finnish phrases vireilletulo, vireillepano, panna 
vireille, tulla vireille and olla vireillä.  
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The verb commence and the noun commencement, as well as the verb bring (an action/suit) or noun 
bringing (of the action) were used: 
Hakemuksen ja ilmoituksen vireillepano (359/2003 Kansalaisuuslaki, section 44) 
Commencement of an application and declaration process (359/2003 Nationality Act, section 44) 
Ilmoitukseen perustuva kansalaisuus katsotaan saaduksi sinä päivänä, jolloin ilmoitus on tullut 
vireille toimivaltaisessa viranomaisessa, jos edellytykset kansalaisuuden saamiselle täyttyivät 
vireilletulopäivänä. (359/2003 Kansalaisuuslaki, section 31) 
Citizenship on the basis of a declaration is considered acquired on the date the declaration process 
commenced with the competent authority if the requirements for acquiring citizenship were met 
on the date the process commenced. (359/2003 Nationality Act, section 31) 
Elatusapua voidaan 47 ja 48 §:n nojalla määrätä suoritettavaksi taannehtivasti enintään kanteen 
vireille panoa edeltäneeltä vuodelta. (234/1929 Avioliittolaki, section 49) 
Maintenance under sections 47 and 48 may be ordered to be paid retroactively for a period not 
exceeding the year prior to the bringing of the action. (234/1929 Marriage Act, section 49) 
Other verbs, such as institute and initiate, were also used:  
Lapseksiottamisen vahvistamista koskeva asia pannaan vireille kirjallisella hakemuksella, jonka 
tekevät lapseksiottaja tai lapseksiottajat yhdessä. (153/1985 Laki lapseksiottamisesta, section 29) 
A matter concerning the granting of adoption shall be instituted by a written petition made by the 
adopter or the adopters together. (153/1985 Adoption Act, section 29) 
Avioeroa tai yhteiselämän lopettamista koskeva asia pannaan vireille hakemuksella, jonka voivat 
tehdä puolisot yhdessä tai jonka voi tehdä toinen puoliso yksin. (234/1929 Avioliittolaki, section 
28) 
Proceedings for a divorce or end of cohabitation shall be initiated by way of a petition which may 
be filed by both spouses jointly or one of the spouses alone. (234/1929 Marriage Act, section 28) 
In addition, pending was used several times. Here is one example: 
Avioehtosopimus ei kuitenkaan tule voimaan, jos se on jätetty maistraattiin avioliiton 
purkauduttua tai sen jälkeen, kun avioeroa koskeva asia on tullut vireille. (234/1929 Avioliittolaki, 
section 44) 
A marriage settlement shall not take effect if it has been submitted to the Court after the marriage 
has dissolved or at a time when proceedings relating to the divorce of the spouses are already 
pending. (234/1929 Marriage Act, section 44) 
Therefore, vireilletulo (and its many Finnish equivalents like vireillepano, panna vireille etc.) have 
many possible translations. These include: commence, initiate, institute, bring (an action), and be 
pending. 
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4.3.5. Analysis of post facto   
Post facto is a Latin phrase consisting of the preposition post (‘behind (space), after (time); subordinate 
to (rank)’) and noun facto (dative of factum ‘achievement; fact, deed, act’) (Latdict). It is used in English 
as an adjective or adverb and it means ‘occurring, made, or enacted after the event; done with 
hindsight’ (OED). OED gives it the following etymology: from classical Latin postfacto (in ex postfacto: 
medieval Latin phrase, lit. ‘from what is done afterwards’ (ex from, out of, postfacto, ablative of 
postfactum, neuter past participle of *postfacĕre). 
The phrase is used in the Guardianship Services Act in the following context: 
A transaction entered into by the guardian without the required permit shall not be binding on the 
ward, unless the guardianship authority from whom the permit should have been requested grants 
a post facto permit on the request of the guardian. (442/1999 Guardianship Services Act, section 
36) 
The same in Finnish is as follows:  
Oikeustoimi, jonka edunvalvoja on tehnyt ilman tarvittavaa lupaa, ei sido päämiestä, ellei 
holhousviranomainen, jolta lupaa olisi pitänyt hakea, sitä jälkeenpäin edunvalvojan hakemuksesta 
hyväksy. (442/1999 Laki holhoustoimesta, section 36).  
Neither jälkeenpäin nor post facto are included in the Finnish legal dictionary (MOT WSOY Lakikielen 
sanakirja), but jälkeenpäin is included in the MOT Finnish-English dictionary. Two translations are given 
for the word: afterwards and subsequently. Since the Finnish word is general and not legal-technical, 
both translations could be used in the translation, if the construction of the sentence was adapted 
accordingly. 
Jälkeenpäin did not appear but once in the data and hence there were no other alternative translations 
for it in the data. 
4.3.6. Analysis of pro forma 
Pro forma is a Latin phrase consisting of the preposition pro (‘about; according to; as, like; before; for’) 
and noun forma (ablative of forma ‘beauty; form, figure, appearance; mold, pattern’) (Latdict). It is 
used in English as an adverb (e.g. thanked him pro forma), adjective (e.g. a proforma visit) or noun (e.g. 
details of the illness were recorded on a proforma) and it means ‘as a matter of form or politeness; 
(merely) as a formality’, ‘held, made, or done (merely) as a matter of form; formal, conventional’, or 
‘a pro forma document; an official form’. (OED). Etymonline and OED give it the following etymology: 
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also proforma, Latin, literally ‘for form's sake, by way of formality’, post-classical Latin pro forma ‘as a 
formality’. 
The phrase is used three times in the Code of Real Estate in the following contexts: 
(1) Section 6 — Pro Forma Registration of Title (540/1995 Code of Real Estate, chapter 11, section 
6) 
(2) A titleholder of real estate, whose title has already once been registered, may apply for a pro 
forma registration of title for the purpose of clarifying his legal status. (540/1995 Code of Real 
Estate, chapter 11, section 6(2)) 
(3) A pro forma registration of title to the entire real estate may be granted in order to clarify the 
legal status of the titleholder. (540/1995 Code of Real Estate, chapter 17, section 13(2)) 
The same in Finnish is as follows:  
(1) 6 § Selvennyslainhuuto (540/1995 Maakaari, chapter 11, section 6) 
(2) Kiinteistön omistaja, joka on aikaisemmin huudattanut saantonsa, saa hakea lainhuudon 
oikeusasemansa selventämiseksi. (540/1995 Maakaari, chapter 11, section 6(2)) 
(3) Kiinteistön omistajalle saadaan myöntää selvennyslainhuuto koko kiinteistöön, kun lainhuuto 
määräosaan tai määräalaan on poistettu. (540/1995 Maakaari, chapter 17, section 13(2)) 
Pro forma is used here as an adjective to distinguish between a normal registration of title (lainhuuto) 
and one that is made when the applicant already has the title but wants to have it clarified 
(selvennyslainhuuto, e.g. when the title has been received by inheritance, the title holder may not want 
to give a copy of the estate inventory deed to the prospective buyer; hence s/he can apply for a pro 
forma registration of title to be given to the buyer) (Laki24).  
There are no translations for the word or phrase in either dictionaries. Pro forma is translated as 
muodollinen in a Finnish legal dictionary (WSOY Lakikielen sanakirja), and when translated back to 
English, the legal dictionary gives two translations: formal and procedural. Of these two possibilities, 
formal seems to convey the meaning of selvennyslainhuuto quite well, although it may lack in 
expressing the other side of the legal phenomenon, namely that of the title holder registering the title 
although it is already formally in his/her name.   
Hence, both formal registration of title and pro forma registration of title could be used as translations, 
but pro forma maybe conveys more precisely the meaning of registering the title “only” for form’s 
sake. Only formal registration of title returned Google hits (only 5), and it was used in a similar context 
as in the data: “Land titling consists of adjudication and formal registration of title of land which was 
previously held or used without formal title”. Nevertheless, both of these alternatives are so rarely 
used that no conclusions can be made on which one is better. 
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Selvennys- did not appear but once in the data and hence there were no other alternative translations 
for it in the data. 
The next section deals with the readability of the translations including the six phrases. 
4.4. Readability of the translations which include Latin phrases 
Since the Ministry of Justice aspires for the clarity and readability of the translations, we must try to 
analyze the translations which include Latin on those same grounds. Although some Latin words and 
phrases are rather well known (e.g. inter alia, which is often used in academic texts), or at least 
transparent due to their similarity with other better-known Latin phrases (or indeed with those of 
another Romance language), they still may not be as easily understood as their English alternatives. 
For example, the Latin preposition post is used in English in other phrases than in post facto (e.g. post-
industrial) which similarly refer to something happening after, and facto itself resembles the English 
word fact (which of course derives from Latin factum). Therefore, one may be able to understand or 
guess the meaning of the words together. Then again, this understanding does not mean that the 
reader understands their legal meaning. However, this is also true of English legal terms and phrases.  
Hence, to understand the general meaning or idea behind the Latin phrases, one must know other 
Latin or English words similar to the ones used in the acts. For a foreign lawyer to be able to understand 
the legal meaning of the Latin phrase, s/he must first recognize the Latin terms and then understand 
the (Finnish) concept behind them. It may be that the readability of the acts is reduced when Latin is 
used, at least when it comes to those readers who do not know any Latin or have not studied the law. 
It is noteworthy that if the lawyer knows for example what ex facto means, s/he will perhaps be able 
to guess what post facto means, since they both include the same word. 
One can conclude that acts are perhaps easier to understand, for lawyers but especially for laymen, 
when familiar English words are used. Of course, if the Latin term is judged to be more precise than 
the English, the translator of the act has a good reason to choose the Latin term even if risking the 
readability of the section for some readers. 
Since there were so few Latin words and phrases used in the study, there were no patterns or great 
differences in the use of Latin. Therefore, it is unnecessary to consider the reasons why some acts 
included Latin and some did not. However, it is noteworthy that all acts were translated into British 
English (as opposed to American English), which may be one reason for why Latin was not used more 
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(as Latin is more common in American English than in British English (Balteiro & Campos-Pardillos 2010: 
5)). Relating to this, few acts dealt with a topic that links to the European Union. Only Personal Data 
Act and Act on Child Custody and Right of Access mentioned directives or conventions of the EU. As it 
was suggested in the literature that the legislation of the European Union may include more Latin, it 
can be concluded that the fact had no probable effect on the acts included in this study, since there 
were barely any references to the EU legislation. It could be that if one were to study acts that deal 
more with EU law, one would find more Latin used in those acts.  
4.5. Summary of results 
The material of this study included 44 different Latin words and phrases, of which six were actual Latin. 
The remaining 38 words were Latin-English words, which here means words which the English 
language has borrowed from Latin a long time ago and hence the words tend to be treated as being 
part of the English lexis. The percentage of actual Latin words is very low (0.004%) when compared to 
the total number of words in all acts (189,876). Only 13.6 percent of all Latin words were words that 
are considered to be more Latin than English. All other Latin words were words that have been used 
in English for such a long time that they are today perceived as being a part of the English vocabulary, 
too. 
However, the fact that there were six expressions in actual Latin being used in the translations of 
Finnish acts proves that legal Latin is not only used in legal science in Finland, but also in legislation 
(although the results suggest that Latin is only used in legislation translated into English).  
The results correlate with the information included in the literature on the subject, where it is stated 
that Latin is rarely used in legislation in Finland. However, since no previous research has been 
concluded on the matter, this topic merits more attention so that any wider conclusions can be drawn. 
Since the material of the study only included sixteen acts, it would be useful to research more acts in 
the future to see whether the result is similar to the result obtained in this thesis or whether other 
fields of law include more Latin words or phrases. It is also possible that the results mostly depend on 
the translator of the acts, since some translators may use more Latin than others, especially if they 
write American English (as suggested by Grönqvist 2015). Therefore, it could be interesting to try and 
find out who has translated the acts and which English variant they have used. 
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As for the readability of the acts, it was concluded that most of these Latin phrases were justifiably 
used since there were either no alternative translations for the words or then the alternative words 
did not convey the exact meaning of the Finnish word.  
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5. Conclusion 
The aim of the study was to see whether Latin words or phrases are used when translating Finnish acts 
into English. The method for studying this was to choose important (or the most relevant from their 
own subfield) acts in the field of private law and read these chosen acts first in Finnish to see if there 
was any Latin used in them. After that, the English translations were carefully read to see if they were 
any Latin words or phrases included in them. Comparative legal linguistics formed the main theoretical 
framework for this study, and the history of legal Latin was included to give important information on 
how the use of Latin in legal contexts has developed from the Roman times to this date. In addition, 
theory on the plain language movement was included to help understand the tendency to avoid Latin 
in legislation and other administrative texts. The Ministry of Justice and its guidelines on translating 
statutes were also looked in detail. Finally, lexical borrowing was included to help understand the 
phenomenon of borrowing words from one language into another, and this theory also helped to 
develop the method for this study. 
As the literature on the subject suggested that Latin is rarely used in the legislation, the hypothesis of 
this study was that no Latin would be found in the Finnish acts, and only a few, if any, would be found 
in the English translations. These hypothesis proved to be mostly correct, if we take into account that 
the only Latin word in the Finnish acts was adoptio and that the majority (86.4%) of the Latin words 
found in the English translations are actually regarded as English words by many English speakers (e.g. 
basis, minor, contractor, status). These words have been used in English (and adoptio in Finnish) for a 
long time (or at least they are used often either in standard, everyday language or some specific field) 
and hence are very much a part of the everyday vocabulary of the languages. Nevertheless, as these 
Latin-English words are included in both the English and Latin languages, and the English words derive 
from the similarly-spelled Latin word, they were all included in the study, since the only excluding 
factor was that the words could not include English inflections. Therefore, out of the 44 different lexical 
borrowings from Latin, only six (13.6%) were actual Latin, that is, not (yet) seen as part of the English 
vocabulary. These phrases were ex officio, de facto, inter alia, lis pendens, pro forma and ex facto. The 
other 38 words were places on a continuum ranging from everyday words to rare scientific or legal 
words.  
The six actual Latin phrases were examined in more detail: their meaning in Latin was surveyed, as was 
their etymology (i.e. the history of how they have become to be used in the English language). The 
phrases were also presented in their Finnish and English contexts. It was examined if there were other, 
non-Latin translation options for these terms or phrases and it was speculated why the translator had 
decided to use these Latin phrases. The conclusion was that the use of Latin to translate the Finnish 
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terms or phrases was justified, since all Latin phrases were also used in British and/or American English 
when searches were conducted in Google and at the British legislation website. However, some Latin 
phrases could also have been replaced by an English alternative, as was sometimes done in the same 
acts which were studied in this thesis. 
When thinking about the used Latin phrases from the point of view of readability, it was concluded 
that the readability of the acts is reduced, since not all readers understand Latin. Although some Latin 
words may be transparent to some English speakers, they do not necessarily understand the legal 
meaning of the phrases even if they can guess the possible meaning of the separate words. However, 
since actual Latin was used only once or twice per act, it is unlikely that the readability of those acts 
was reduced. 
One of the problems or downsides of this study where the difficulties faced when trying to decide 
which words or phrases were to be included in the data. Although a rather good method was found 
(as suggested and used by Balteiro and Campos-Pardillos 2010), the results suggested that the method 
could have been improved: the majority of the Latin words was also English (and most were not legal-
technical in nature) and there were only six actual Latin phrases in the data. It was difficult to lay out 
the reasons or justifications for the division between Latin-English and actual Latin words and phrases 
which was made in the study. Although the degree of usage of the Latin-English words was studied by 
searching the words from a corpus, there still are other factors that affect the way that we perceive 
the words to belong to either the English lexis or the Latin lexis (or indeed both). One of the reasons 
was briefly mentioned to be the fact that the Latin-English words have been borrowed into English 
such a long time ago that they were already treated as English words. However, I felt that this 
phenomenon would require a study of its own due to its complex nature and the need to study 
countless of word histories. Hence, the subject was not discussed any further in this thesis. 
Since the material of the study was limited, no final conclusions can be made on whether these results 
are applicable to all other statutes. Although the results are in line with the information given in the 
literature on the matter, no other research focusing on the use of Latin in legislation has been made. 
Other research relating to the matter has mostly focused on other legal texts than statutes. Hence, 
further research is needed to confirm whether these results apply to other statutes as well. Statutes 
from other legal fields could be studied to see if the use of Latin depends on the legal field in question. 
Other possible research focus could be to compare the use of Latin in an English translation of a Finnish 
act and an act written originally in English. Further, it would be interesting to research whether the 
use of Latin differs in American English and British English acts, as it was suggested by Balteiro and 
Campos-Pardillos (2010) that Latin is used more in American English. In addition, the effect of 
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individual translators and their word choices would give an interesting viewpoint to this matter. The 
use of Latin could also be studied by comparing EU legislation to Finnish legislation, since as noted 
earlier, EU legislation may include more Latin. 
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Appendix 1 
The list of all Latin words and phrases found in the material. Each entry includes the meaning of the 
Latin word or phrase and the etymology of the same word in English. The actual Latin phrases also 
include the use and meaning of the phrase as they are used in the English language. 
 
 administrator 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘director, administrator, manager; one in charge of 
operation’ (Latdict)  
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Middle French administrateur or directly 
from Latin administrator ‘a manager, conductor’ (Etymonline) 
 affidavit (third person singular perfective of affidare) 
o verb in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin phrase: no entry in Latin dictionary, since not the basic 
form (no entry for affidare either)  
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word:  
 from Medieval Latin affidavit, literally ‘he has stated on oath’, third 
person singular perfective of affidare (Etymonline) 
 post-classical Latin affidare ‘to pledge faith; to betroth’ < af- , variant 
of ad- af- prefix + fidare ‘to trust’ (OED) 
 agenda 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘agenda; ritual; what must be done’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin agenda, ‘things to be done’ 
(Etymonline) 
 alcohol 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘alcohol’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Medieval Latin alcohol ‘powdered ore of 
antimony’ (Etymonline) 
 asylum 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘place for relaxation/recuperation, retreat; place of 
refuge, asylum, sanctuary’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin asylum ‘sanctuary’ (Etymonline) 
 audio  
o verb in Latin (first person singular present indicative of audire) 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘be able to hear; harken, pay attention; hear, listen, 
accept, agree with; obey’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: abstracted from prefix audio-, from Latin audire 
‘hear’ (Etymonline) 
 basis/bases 
o noun in Latin 
  
 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘base, point of attachment; chord (of an arc); 
foundation, support; pedestal’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin basis ‘foundation’ (Etymonline) 
 competitor 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘other candidate for office; rival claimant (to throne); 
rival, competitor’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Middle French compétiteur, or directly from 
Latin competitor ‘rival’ (Etymonline) 
 consensus 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘agreement (opinion), consent, harmony; conclusion, 
plot, conspiracy; unanimity’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin consensus ‘agreement, accord’ 
(Etymonline) 
 contractor 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘contractor, one who makes a contract’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Late Latin contractor, specifically of ‘one 
who enters into a contract to provide work, services, or goods’ (Etymonline) 
 creditor 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘lender, creditor; one to whom money is due’ 
(Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Anglo-French creditour, Old French 
creditour, from Latin creditor ‘truster, lender’ (Etymonline) 
 criterion/criteria 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘criterion/criteria, standard; rule’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latinized form of Greek kriterion ‘means for 
judging, standard’ (Etymonline) 
 datum/data 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘debit; present/gift; that which is given’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: plural of datum, from Latin datum ‘(thing) given’ 
(Etymonline) 
 de facto 
o phrase in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin phrase:  
 de: ‘about, of, concerning’ (Latdict) 
 facto: ‘achievement; fact, deed, act’ (Latdict) 
o phrase used as adverb and adjective in English 
 Etymology of English word:  
  
 
 Latin, literally ‘in fact, in reality,’ thus, ‘existing, but not necessarily 
legally ordained;’ from facto, ablative of factum ‘deed, act’ (Latdict) 
 Use and meaning in English 
 adverb: ‘in fact, in reality, in actual existence, force, or possession, as 
a matter of fact’ (OED) 
 adjective: ‘actual, actually existing’, and sometimes so far anglicized 
as to be prefixed to its noun. (OED) 
 distributor 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘distributor’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from distributer (Latinized form is from 1570s), 
agent noun from Latin distribuere (Etymonline) 
 error 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘deception; error; uncertainty; wandering; winding, 
maze’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Old French error ‘mistake, flaw, defect, 
heresy,’ from Latin errorem (nominative error) ‘a wandering, straying, a 
going astray; meandering; doubt, uncertainty’ (Etymonline) 
 ex officio 
o phrase in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin phrase:  
 ex: ‘out of, from’ (Latdict) 
 officio: ‘duty, obligation; kindness; service, office’ (Latdict) 
o adjective or adverb in English 
 Etymology of English word:  
 Latin, ‘in discharge of one's duties,’ literally ‘out of duty,’ from ex 
‘out of’  + officio, ablative of officium ‘duty’ (Etymonline) 
 Use and meaning in English:  
 ‘In discharge of one's duty, in virtue of one's office;’ specifically 
‘designating a particular type of oath or legal suit’ (OED) 
 executor 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘avenger; executor, one who carries out task; 
performer’ (Latdic) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Anglo-French executour, from Latin 
executor(em)/exsecutorem (Etymonline) 
 Anglo-Norman executour, < Latin ex(s)ecūtōr-em , agent-noun < exsequī ‘to 
execute’ (OED) 
 factor 
o noun in Latin: 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘maker; perpetrator (of a crime); player (in a 
ballgame)’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Middle French facteur ‘agent, 
representative’ (Old French factor, faitor ‘doer, author, creator’), from Latin 
factor ‘doer, maker, performer’ (Etymonline) 
 index  
  
 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘informer, tale bearer; sign, token, proof; 
hand/needle of a watch’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin index (genitive indicis) ‘forefinger, 
pointer, sign, list’, literally ‘anything which points out’ (Etymonline) 
 inter 
o preposition in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘between, among; during’ (Latdict) 
o preposition or adverb in English 
 Etymology of English word: Latin inter (prep., adv.) ‘among, between, 
betwixt, in the midst of’ (Etymonline) 
 inter alia 
o phrase in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin phrase:  
 inter: ‘between, among; during’ (Latdict) 
 alia: ‘different, changed; other, another’ (Latdict) 
o adverb in English 
 Etymology of English word:  
 Latin, literally ‘amongst other things’, from inter ‘among, between’ 
(Etymonline) 
 Use and meaning in English 
 The Latin preposition = ‘between, among’, occurs in a few Latin 
phrases occasional in English, e.g. inter alia, amongst other things 
(less usually inter alios, amongst others, other persons) (OED) 
 interim 
o adverb in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘at the same time; however, nevertheless; 
meanwhile, in the meantime’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin interim (adv.) ‘in the meantime, 
meanwhile,’ originally ‘in the midst of that’ (Etymonline) 
 interior 
o adjective or noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word (adjective): ‘inner, interior, middle; more intimate; 
more remote’ (Latdict) 
 Meaning of Latin word (noun): ‘inland/further from the sea; those (pl.) 
within; those nearer racecource goal’ (Latdict) 
o adjective or noun in English 
 Etymology of English word (adjective): from Middle French intérieur and 
directly from Latin interior ‘inner, interior, middle’ (Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (noun): from interior (adj.), meaning ‘inside of a 
building or room’ (Etymonline) 
 juvenile (neuter of juvenilis or iuvenilis) 
o adjective in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘youthful’ (Latdict) 
o adjective in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin iuvenilis ‘of or belonging to youth’ 
(Etymonline) 
 lis pendens 
o phrase in Latin 
  
 
 Meaning of Latin phrase:  
 lis: ‘lawsuit; quarrel’ (Latdict) 
 pendens: present participle of pendere: ‘pay, pay out; weight out’ 
(Latdict) 
o phrase in English: 
 Etymology of English word:  
 pendens: present participle of pendere ‘to hang’ (Latdict) 
 lis:  from Latin lis ‘quarrel, dispute’ (OED) 
 Use and meaning of English word/phrase:  
 ‘a pending legal action’; also ‘a formal notice of pending litigation’ 
(OED) 
 major  
o noun in Latin  
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘ancestors (pl.)’ (Latdict) 
o adjective or noun in English 
 Etymology of English word (adjective): from Latin maior, irregular 
comparative of magnus ‘large, great’ (Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (noun): from French major, short for sergent-
major, originally a higher rank than at present, from Medieval Latin major 
‘chief officer, magnate, superior person,’ from Latin maior ‘an elder, adult,’ 
noun use of the adjective (Etymonline) 
 maximum (neuter of maximus) 
o adjective in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word/phrase: ‘greatest/biggest/largest; highest, utmost; 
leading, chief; longest; oldest’ (Latdict) 
o noun and adjective in English 
 Etymology of English word: from French maximum and directly from Latin 
maximum (plural maxima), neuter of maximus ‘greatest’, which is 
superlative of magnus ‘great, large’ (Etymonline) 
 medium/media 
o noun or adjective in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word (noun): ‘medium, mean; middle, center; midst, 
community, public; publicity’ (Latdict) 
 Meaning of Latin word (adjective; feminine and neuter of medius): 
‘ambiguous; common, neutral, ordinary, moderate; middle, middle of, mid’ 
(Latdict) 
o noun or adjective in English 
 Etymology of English word (noun): from Latin medium ‘the middle, midst, 
center; interval,’ noun use of neuter of adjective medius (Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (adjective): from medium (noun) (Etymonline) 
 minor  
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘descendants (pl.); those inferior in rank/grade/age, 
subordinate’ (Latdict) 
o noun or adjective in English 
 Etymology of English word (noun): from Latin Fratres Minores ‘lesser 
brethren’. From 1610s as ‘person under legal age’ (Latin used minores (pl.) 
for "the young") (Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (adjective): from Latin minor ‘less, lesser, smaller, 
junior,’ figuratively ‘inferior, less important’ (Etymonline) 
 monitor  
  
 
o noun in Latin  
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘counselor, preceptor; prompter’ (Latdict) 
o noun or verb in English 
 Etymology of English word (noun): from Latin monitor ‘one who reminds, 
admonishes, or checks,’ also ‘an overseer, instructor, guide, teacher’ 
(Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (verb): from monitor (noun) (Etymonline) 
 moratorium (neuter of moratorius) 
o adjective in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: no entry for moratorius/moratorium; morari: ‘delay; 
devote attention to; stay, stay behind’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: originally a legal term for ‘authorization to a 
debtor to postpone payment,’ from neuter of Late Latin moratorius ‘tending 
to delay’ (Etymonline) 
 per 
o preposition in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘by, by means of; during (time); through (space)’ 
(Latdict) 
o preposition in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin per ‘through, during, by means of, on 
account of, as in’ (Etymonline) 
 possessor 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘owner, occupier’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: Anglo-Norman and Middle French possessour, 
possesseur and its etymon classical Latin possessor ‘person who holds land or 
other property, person who occupies something, person who has jurisdiction 
or military control’ (OED) 
 post facto 
o phrase in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin phrase:  
 post: ‘behind (space), after (time); subordinate to (rank)’ (Latdict)  
 facto (dative of factum): ‘achievement; fact, deed, act’ (Latdict) 
o adjective or adverb in English 
 Etymology of English word:  
 from classical Latin postfacto (in ex postfacto: medieval Latin phrase, 
lit. ‘from what is done afterwards’ (ex ‘from, out of’, postfacto, 
ablative of postfactum, neuter past participle of *postfacĕre)) (OED) 
 Use and meaning of English word/phrase:  
 ‘occurring, made, or enacted after the event; done with hindsight’ 
(OED) 
 prior 
o adjective or noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word (adjective): ‘ahead, in front, leading; basic; former; 
previous, earlier, preceding, prior’ (Latdict) 
 Meaning of Latin word (noun): ‘(later) second in dignity to abbot/head of 
priory, prior; superior/elder monk; ancestors (pl.), forefathers, predecessors, 
people of an earlier time’ (Latdict) 
o adjective or noun in English 
  
 
 Etymology of English word (adjective): from Latin prior ‘former, previous, 
first;’ figuratively ‘superior, better;’ as a noun ‘forefather; superior rank’ 
(Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (noun): late Old English, from Medieval Latin prior 
‘superior officer,’ noun use of Latin adjective meaning ‘former, superior’ 
(Etymonline) 
 pro forma 
o phrase in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin phrase:  
 pro: ‘about; according to; as, like; before; for’ (Latdict) 
 forma: ‘beauty; form, figure, appearance; mold, pattern’ (Latdict) 
o adjective, adverb or noun in English 
 Etymology of English word:  
 also proforma, Latin, literally ‘for form's sake, by way of formality’ 
(Etymonline) 
 post-classical Latin pro forma ‘as a formality’ (OED) 
 Use and meaning of English word/phrase:  
 adverb: ‘As a matter of form or politeness; (merely) as a formality’ 
(OED) 
 adjective: ‘held, made, or done (merely) as a matter of form; formal, 
conventional’ (OED) 
 noun: ‘a pro forma document; an official form’ (OED) 
 promissor 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘one who promises/guarantees (usu. legal); 
promiser’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from classical Latin prōmissor ‘person who 
promises or guarantees’ (usually in legal context) (OED) 
 quantum 
o adjective (neuter of quantus) or adverb in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word (adjective): ‘how great; how much/many; of what 
size/amount/degree/number/worth/price’ (Latdict) 
 Meaning of Latin word (adverb): ‘how far; how much; so much as’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin quantum (plural quanta) ‘as much as, 
so much as; how much? how far? how great an extent?’ neuter singular of 
correlative pronominal adjective quantus ‘as much’ (Etymonline) 
 ratio 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘account, reckoning, invoice; method; plan; 
prudence; reasoning; regard; rule’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin ratio ‘reckoning, numbering, 
calculation; business affair, procedure,’ also ‘reason, reasoning, judgment, 
understanding’ (Etymonline) 
 senior 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘(in Rome a man over 45); older/elderly man, senior’ 
(Latdict) 
o adjective or noun in English 
  
 
 Etymology of English word (adjective): from Latin senior ‘older,’ comparative 
of senex ‘old’ (Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (noun): ‘person older than another,’ from senior 
(adjective) (Etymonline) 
 status 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘position, situation, condition; rank; standing, status’ 
(Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Latin status ‘condition, position, state, 
manner, attitude’ (Etymonline) 
 testator 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘one who makes a will; testator; witness, one who 
testifies’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Anglo-French testatour, from Late Latin 
testator ‘one who makes a will’ (Etymonline) 
 translator 
o noun in Latin 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘transferor; translator (late Latin)’ (Latdict) 
o noun in English 
 Etymology of English word: from Old French translator or directly from Latin 
translator ‘one who transfers or interprets, one who carries over’ 
(Etymonline) 
 video  
o verb in Latin (first person singular present indicative of videre) 
 Meaning of Latin word: ‘seem, seem good, appear, be seen; consider; see, look 
at’ (Latdict) 
o noun or adjective in English 
 Etymology of English word (adjective): as visual equivalent of audio, from Latin 
video ‘I see,’ first person singular present indicative of videre ‘to see’ 
(Etymonline) 
 Etymology of English word (noun): As a noun, ‘that which is displayed on a 
(television) screen’ (Etymonline) 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
Appendix 2 
Latin words and phrases as they appear in each act in the data. 
 Family law and law of inheritance (Fin. perhe- ja 
jäämistöoikeus): 
Acts in Finnish Acts in English 
234/1929 Marriage Act (Avioliittolaki) – 
basis 
consensus  
criteria 
distributor 
interim 
minor 
prior 
700/1975 Paternity Act (Isyyslaki) – 
basis 
minor 
status 
153/1985 Adoption Act (Laki 
lapseksiottamisesta) 
– 
inter 
maximum 
minor 
prior 
361/1983 Act on Child Custody and Right  of 
Access (Laki lapsen huollosta ja 
tapaamisoikeudesta) 
– 
basis 
interim  
maximum 
prior 
status 
417/2007 Child Welfare Act (Lastensuojelulaki) – 
alcohol 
basis 
contractor 
data 
maximum 
minor 
monitor 
per 
status 
40/1965 Code of Inheritance (Perintökaari) – 
affidavit 
basis 
executor 
interim 
maximum 
moratorium 
per 
status 
testator 
 
Law concerning persons (Fin. henkilöoikeus): Acts in Finnish Acts in English 
359/2003 Nationality Act (Kansalaisuuslaki) 
adoptio 
 
asylum 
basis 
criteria 
data 
interior 
juvenile 
maximum 
minor 
status 
  
 
442/1999 Guardianship Services Act (Laki 
holhoustoimesta) 
– 
administrator 
basis 
capital 
criteria 
data 
distributor 
inter alia 
interim 
interior 
minor 
post facto  
quantum 
status 
testator 
21/2004 Non-Discrimination Act 
(Yhdenvertaisuuslaki) 
– 
basis 
criterion 
de facto 
interior 
maximum 
status 
523/1999 Personal Data Act (Henkilötietolaki) – 
basis 
creditor 
criteria 
datum/data 
error 
factor 
index 
media 
status 
 
Law of property (Fin. varallisuusoikeus): Acts in Finnish Acts in English 
481/1995 Act on Residential Leases (Laki 
asuinhuoneiston vuokrauksesta) 
– 
basis 
ex officio 
index 
major 
maximum 
minor 
per 
prior 
status 
355/1987 Sale of Goods Act (Kauppalaki) – 
basis 
error 
prior 
ratio 
843/1994 Housing Transactions Act 
(Asuntokauppalaki) 
– 
agenda 
basis 
creditor 
criterion 
error 
executor 
interim 
maximum 
minor 
monitor 
per 
prior 
  
 
status 
540/1995 Code of Real Estate (Maakaari) – 
basis 
criteria 
data 
lis pendens 
maximum 
minor 
possessor 
prior 
pro forma 
ratio 
senior 
status 
 
Consumer protection (Fin. kuluttajansuoja) Acts in Finnish Acts in English 
38/1978 Consumer Protection Act 
(Kuluttajansuojalaki) 
– 
administrator 
audio 
basis/bases 
capital 
competitor 
contractor 
creditor 
criteria 
error 
factor 
interim 
maximum 
minor 
per 
prior 
promissor 
status 
video 
translator 
 
Tort law (Fin. vahingonkorvausoikeus): Acts in Finnish Acts in English 
412/1974 Tort Liability Act (Vahingonkorvauslaki) – 
basis 
error 
status 
 
